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Congressman: black rights face test 
by Shelly Trusty 
staff reporter 
Walter Fauntroy 
Blacks are facing a period in 
history where their social, eco- 
nomic and political rights are 
being challenged by an unequal 
distribution of wealth. The dis- 
•ity is present in the U.S. and 
liti, according to a U.S. Con- 
gressman. 
Walter Fauntroy, D-DC, spoke 
to an audience of more than 100 
last night as part of the Black 
History Month celebration at the 
University. He said the responsi- 
bility of blacks in America is to 
organize and unite for their own 
good and for the good of Africa 
and the Carribbean as well. 
In America the public has 
been told the reason for unem- 
ployment, slow economic 
growth and inflation is that the 
government has been spending 
too much on "Them colored 
peoples," Fauntroy said. 
The result of this belief is the 
transfer of 280 billion dollars 
from the poor to the rich, he 
said. This transfer is based on 
the idea the rich know what to do 
with their money and will re- 
invest it. 
THIS MONEY, however, is 
not being reinvested in the 
United States but is being in- 
vested in companies abroad. 
The result is not the employ- 
ment of Americans, but the fur- 
ther downward spiral of the U.S. 
economy, he said. 
"Why should we take 1.5 bil- 
lion from hungry children's 
lunch programs, but give 3 bil- 
lion to the rich for lunch?" he 
said. "The reason for poor em- 
Crment figures and inflation 
little to do with how much 
we spend on the poor of this 
country, the reason is the greed 
and opportunism of the rich," 
Fauntroy said. 
Fauntroy, chairman of the 
Congressional Black Caucus on 
Haiti, said greed was also pre- 
sent in the government of ousted 
Haitian leader Jean-Claude Du- 
valier. He said Duvalier had 
taken money from the poeple of 
Haiti for years and had placed 
that money into private bank 
accounts in Europe. 
"We must realize 
that although we 
may have come over 
in different ships, 
we are all in the 
same boat." 
Walter Fauntroy, D-DC 
He said he hopes now that 
Duvalier has left the country 
there will be an opportunity for a 
government that will work for a 
more equal distribution of 
wealth. 
Fauntroy said he will work to 
take a bi-partisan delegation to 
Haiti to determine how mat 
country could be best helped by 
the U.S. He said he hopes that 
the U.S. will be willing to help 
Haiti to create a healthy econ- 
omy from the bottom up. 
"We must realize that al- 
though we may have come over 
in different ships, we are all in 
the same boat. That boat is now 
sinking in a sea of greed and 
corruption and it is up to us to 
bail ourselves out," Fauntrov 
said. " 
Congressman Fauntroy's visit 
was sponsored by the Board of 
Black Cultural Activities. 
Right    Aquino threatens Filipino mass revolt 
shuttle 
booster 
found 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. 
(AP) - Underwater searchers 
have recovered a part from 
Challenger's right rocket 
booster, considerecfa major cul- 
prit in the spacecraft's explo- 
sion, and have located other 
shattered pieces, officials said 
yesterday. 
There has been no sighting of 
the section of that booster which 
includes a seam investigators 
believe was the source of a spurt 
of flame that may have caused 
the shuttle's destruction during 
liftoff Jan. 28. 
However, "I am confident we 
will find all of the right hand 
SRB." said Air Force Col. Ed- 
ward O'Conner, head of the shut- 
tle search and recovery 
operations. 
"Nothing has been identified 
as the crew cabin," he said, and 
he would not say if any human 
remains or personal effects 
from the shuttle's seven crew 
members had been found. 
He and Capt. Charles Bartho- 
lomew, supervisor of Navy sal- 
vage, ran a videotape clearly 
showing three objects in murky 
water at a depth of about 1,200 
feet. 
They were the recovered 11- 
by-20-inch hydraulic reservoir, 
part of the steering system for 
the booster's rocket nozzle; a 
stainless-steel sphere about IS 
inches in diameter which nor- 
mally contains about 3tt gallons 
of hydrazine fuel for the con- 
trols; and a lMoot-long portion 
of the booster's expansion 
nozzle. 
CURRENT THEORIES into 
the possible causes of the explo- 
sion center on a leak of flame, 
through a joint between the 
lower two sections of the 
booster, that may have deto- 
nated the shuttle's external liq- 
uid fuel tank shortly after liftoff. 
O'Conner and Bartholomew 
emphasized it was "a long, labo- 
rious process" to locate and 
identify pieces of wreckage on 
the sea bottom. 
Bringing up the whole right 
booster could take four to six 
months, said O'Conner. 
MANILA, Philippines (AP) - Accusa- 
tions of election fraud and veiled threats 
to close U.S. military bases descended on 
President Ferdinand Marcos from Wash- 
ington yesterday. Corazon Aquino, who 
claims she won the presidency, spoke of 
mass revolt. 
Marcos accused his Western allies of 
meddling and raised the possibility of 
declaring martial law, which he did once 
before during his 20 years in power. He 
got the first, and only, congratulatory 
message on his disputed election victory, 
from the Soviet Union yesterday. 
The National Assembly, whose canvass 
is final, declared last Saturday that Mar- 
cos had won the Feb. 7 election, but an 
independent poll-watchers' group said its 
count showed Aquino the victor. Marcos 
supporters hold two-thirds of the assem- 
bly seats. 
IN WASHINGTON, the Senate de- 
clared by an 85-9 vote that the elections 
were "marked by such widespread fraud 
that they cannot be considered a fair 
reflection of the will of the people of the 
Philippines." 
Sen. Richard Lugar, an Indiana Repub- 
lican who led a team of U.S. observers, 
said before the vote that he and his 
colleagues had seen widespread fraud. 
Secretary of State George Shultz hinted 
that the Reagan administration would 
consider withdrawing from Clark Air 
Force Base and Subic Bay Naval Base if 
it decides Marcos kept power by fraud 
and no longer has his people's support. 
"Let's put our stake in democracy and 
freedom above the bases," Shultz told the 
Senate Budget Committee. 
U.S. aid is a major factor in the Phil- 
ippine economy, and American officials 
nave tied future support for the govern- 
ment to an election that is perceived by 
Filipinos to be free and honest. 
The 68-year-old president said early 
yesterday that he would "exercise to the 
D See Philippines, page 6. 
Jack Lautermilch, owner of Jack's Bakery on 1448 East Wooster, 
squats free weights at the Eppler South weight room. Lautermilch is 
BG News/Peter FeUman 
working out in preparation for the Mr. BUSU contest to be held 
Sunday, February 23, in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
Uhnn! 
14 to compete in bodybuilding contest 
by Melissa McGiUivray 
staff reporter 
Countless hours of sweaty, 
teeth-gritting iron pumping 
will finally culminate this Sun- 
day for 14 Mr. and Ms. BGSU 
contestants. 
The bodybuilding contest 
was called the Mr. BGSU Con- 
test until last year, when three 
women entered the competi- 
tion. This year, there are 10 
male competitors and four fe- 
males, said Randy Wilson, last 
year's overall male winner and 
this year's co-organizer of the 
event. 
Wilson, senior construction 
management major, will not 
be competing in this year's 
contest. 
"I won last year in Mr. 
BGSU so I didn't see any point 
in doing it again - not that I 
think I'm too good," he said. 
Wilson said he hopes he and 
the other organisers can at- 
tract more women weigh tlift- 
ers and contestants. 
"It's just lack of interest, it's 
not because we're forcing them 
out," he said. 
There will be separate tro- 
phies given for the categories 
of short men, 5' 10" and under; 
tall men, 5' 10" and over; and 
also for the best legs, arms, 
back, and chest. The women 
will not have separate catego- 
ries since there were not 
enough contestants, Wilson 
said. Also, the best overall man 
and woman will receive a tro- 
phy. 
IN ADDITION to the contes- 
tants being of different sizes 
and sexes, there are also a 
variety of ages in the pageant, 
from University students to a 
40-year old bakery owner. 
''I've always wanted to do it 
and I'm not getting any 
younger," said Jack Lauter- 
milch, owner of Jack's Bakery 
and an alumnus of the Univer- 
sity. Lautermilch is also a 
member of the University 
weightllfting club and is help- 
ing to organize the contest. 
Q See Muscles, page 6. 
Letter 
sparks 
debate 
by Julie Fauble 
staff reporter 
A letter written last week by 
University President Paul Ols- 
camp sparked debate at a Fac- 
ulty Senate meeting Tuesday. 
Last Friday Olscamp sent a 
letter to all faculty members 
comparing Bowling Green's fac- 
ulty salaries to those of other 
"Category-1" universities 
around the country and state 
universities in Ohio. 
Category-1 universities grant 
Faculty Welfare Committee 
Chair Ron Stoner said Ola- 
camp's letter created a false 
impression about faculty sala- 
ries. 
"We wish he (Olscamp) 
wouldn't try to tell us we're not 
as bad off as we really are," 
Stoner said in an interview yes- 
terday. 
Stoner sent a letter to Faculty 
members this week ir response 
to Olscamp's letter. 
Olscamp's letter brought at- 
tention to several other "well 
regarded" universities that 
have lower average salaries 
than Bowling Green. 
Stoner said the comparison to 
only a few schools was mislead- 
ing because several of the insti- 
tutions, such as Michigan State, 
had experienced financial diffi- 
culties in the past few years and 
would be expected to have lower 
salaries. 
Olscamp said the comparisons 
give a sense of perspective to 
salaries and the schools he chose 
are those Bowling Green hopes 
D See Salaries, page 6. 
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Free trade is only route 
There was a time when "Made in the U.S.A." was 
a sure sign of first rate workmanship. In recent 
years the market has been deluged with quality 
Products at cheaper prices from Japan, Italy and 
test Germany, to name a few. 
A lot of people try to place guilt trips on those who 
prefer to purchase those foreign-made products. 
But, as consumers, the American people have a 
right to shop around and purchase products of the 
highest quality no matter where they were made. 
In 1985 the American penchant for buying foreign 
goods resulted in the largest trade deficit ever - 
$149 billion. This imbalance has brought about the 
loss of 2 million U.S. jobs. Many of thejobs are gone 
forever due to cheaper foreign imports. 
The government nas learned that imposing tar- 
iffs and raising quotas in an effort to protect jobs 
simply cost consumers money. Tariffs and quotas 
raise the cost of imported goods by $50 billion 
annually. 
A study has revealed that trade restraints double 
the cost of clothes imported to the U.S. Other 
figures show that we are paying $2 billion more for 
steel goods, $500 million more for books, and $104 
million for motorcycles. 
That is money we could be using to boost do- 
mestic industries and improve our standard of 
living. 
Sometimes, foreign competition drives U.S. com- 
panies to improve. Faced with high quality imports 
U.S. automakers were forced to make better cars, 
or perish. 
Last week Japan agreed to continue a voluntary 
quota on car exports which has been in effect since 
1981. These quota limits will cost consumers $2,500 
more for each imported car and $1,000 more for 
each domestic car. 
These inflated prices are a result of government 
restraints on competition. 
Free competition will benefit the consumers and 
have a positive effect on U.S. industry and the 
economy. An improved economic climate will 
benefit both the U.S. and its trading partners. 
Pulling strings? Know the ropes 
Classified companions 
clearly can't compare 
by Caroline Langer 
The search is on and the 
sought-after prize is a perfect 
•match. 
The hunt I understand. It's just the method often applied to 
the pursuit which makes me 
uncomfortable. Contrary to in- 
creasingly popular belief, find- 
ing a date, or a mate for life, is 
not the same as advertising for a 
garage sale. 
Looking through the want-ads 
of various papers, including the 
News, I've come across queries 
for a "warm, wealthy and intel- 
ligent" man or woman to con- 
tact a person who is eager to 
begin a "meaningful 
relationship." 
These people are looking for 
love in the same manner others 
try to get a ride home or adver- 
tise an upcoming garage sale. 
What drives people to write 
such personals? Perhaps it's 
lonliness or a dissatisfaction 
with people they know. Even so, 
seeking a great mate through 
advertising seems like a form of 
consumerism to me. People are 
not made-to-order, like a Wen- 
dy's breakfast. 
It's human nature to make an 
itemized list of qualities describ- 
ing "Mr. Right* or the "Girl of 
My Dreams" and then look 
around hoping for a reasonable 
fascimile. My friends and I cre- 
ated many a scenario filled with 
tall, dark and handsome men 
with status, class, brains, per- 
sonality and a red Porsche. 
One wealthy friend said "I 
won't date a man who could not 
keep me in the lifestyle I'm 
accustomed to." 
That doesn't sound like a mar- 
riage, it sounds like a merger. 
Likewise, there are men who 
only seek out buxom blonds. 
Both cases are of the want-ad 
mentality. Such a viewpoint sees 
people as objects, not human 
beings who grow and change 
and nave needs of their own. 
Were I to restrict my dating 
prospects to those who exactly 
tit my stereotypical idea of what 
a man should be like, I'd be 
alone with my fantasies. 
If he existed, I'd probably be 
disillusioned. Anyone possessing 
all the attributes I listed would 
be hopelessly arrogant. 
Somehow shopping for a com- 
panion in the classifieds in hopes 
of finding a "meaningful 
relationship" seems out of con- 
text, if not mutually exclusive. 
How can something meaningful 
be found in a search which only 
reviews the surface? 
When a people conjure up a 
well-defined image of a perfect 
companion, they create a filter 
which blocks out all those who 
do not seem to fit the model. 
Everyone has their good 
points and their bad points, their 
qualities and quirks. On the sur- 
face they may De warm, wealthy 
and intelligent. Underneath may 
lurk a selfish and narcissistic 
monster. 
By the same token, a seeker's 
perfect match may be someone 
who appears to possess only a 
fraction of the desired qualities. 
Maybe if people would stop 
looking for an image of perfec- 
tion and get to know the people 
around them, they wouldn't 
have to turn to the classifieds - 
compatible companions come 
in many packages. 
Langer, a sophomore journa- 
lism major from Worthington, Is 
a staff reporter for The News. 
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Hour*: 9 am lo S p m Monday through Friday 
by Mike Royko 
Slats Grobnik put aside his 
beer-stained paper and said: "I 
!ust figured out the perfect de- 
ense for the Chicago aldermen 
who are being investigated for 
pocket-stuffing." 
Let me guess. They plead in- 
nocent on the grounds that they 
were mentally impaired, the 
proof if which is that they were 
stupid enough to get caught. 
tfHey, that's not bad. But the 
perfect defense is this guy Mar- 
cos in the Philippines. 
What does he have to do with 
it? He didn't steal any votes in 
Chicago. 
"No. but tell me this: Is there 
any Chicago alderman who can 
compare with Marcos?" 
Compare in what way? 
"Well, how about as a thief?" 
Of course not. All the alder- 
men in the city's history didn't 
put together a stash as big as 
Marcos'. He has extensive real- 
estate holdings in New York and 
other big investments. The man 
is generally acknowledged to 
have piled up a fortune in the 
hundreds of millions. Maybe bil- 
lions. Most of our guys are 
happy to pocket the price of a 
vacation in Miami. 
"What about as a mug?" 
No comparison. Even the 
most insensitive of our alder- 
men don't have their opponents 
bumped off, especially in the 
presence of TV cameras. Mar- 
cos, or at least his followers, 
take politics so seriously that 
they zap the opposition after the 
voting is over and they've won. 
They Know how to hold a grudge. 
"Well, how is he as a Bar?" 
Once again, Marcos is in his 
own class. Historians recently 
discovered that he concocted 
almost completely his heroic 
World War II record. He got 
himself a chest full of medals for 
leading a resistance group that 
didn't even exist. He's even sus- 
pected of having collaborated 
with the Japanese. A few of our 
aldermen have police records, 
but that's expected of them. 
"That's what I mean. He's a 
world-class bum. Murder, steal- 
ing money, stealing elections, 
faking his background. And how 
long has he been doing this 
Oh, for many years. He has a 
proven track record. 
"And what did we ever do 
about it? We treated him like he 
was on the legit and we even 
sent him money, right?" 
That's true. There have been 
billions in military aid, some of 
which he skimmed into his own 
o-4t9nc»c*\mA^mrm> Rswarsno 
pocket. 
"And what are we doing 
now?" 
Well, somebody has finally 
writeen a statement for Presi- 
dent Reagan in which he says 
he's not happy with the way the 
election was conducted. 
"What are we going to do?" 
Well, there really isn't much 
we can do. You see, with all of 
his flaws of character, our gov- 
ernment has always believed 
that Marcos is of some value 
because he is against Commu- 
nism. That's why we give him 
money, so his troops can chase 
the local Commies. 
"Wouldn't Mrs. Aquino be 
against Commies if she was 
president?" 
Definitely. So would just about 
anybody who held that office. 
But Marcos is there. And our 
position is that while he might be 
a bum, he's our bum. 
"That's what I mean - the 
perfect defense for the alder- 
men. It's simple. When they are 
asked to testify why they took 
money from the FBI mole, they 
can say they needed the money 
to finance their battle against 
the spread of Communism in 
their wards." 
Not bad. but what if somebody 
points out there hasn't been any 
problem with Communism in 
their wards? 
"That's okay. They can say it just proves that they've been 
doing a terrific job of keeping 
the Communists out." 
' Do you think the jury will 
believe that? 
"Why not? Reagan and his 
people have always taken Mar- 
cos' word on it." 
You're probably right. So all 
the aldermen have to do is find 
enough people who think like 
Reagan to form a jury. 
"Oh-oh. I think they've got a 
problem." 
Royko is a syndicated column- 
ist writing for the Chicago Tri-1 
oune. 
ON BEHALF OF M tmiHAKKW) FOR FWIAI6 WITH efflMm 
A waste of a perfectly good revolution 
by Mizell Stewart III 
The home computer revolu- 
tion has gone full circle. Re- 
member the old Commodore 64 
commercials that urged parents 
to buy the computer for their 
kids? It showed the parents wav- 
ing their kid off to college at the 
train station, only for him to 
return a few days later because 
he lacked computer skills. 
Well, as far as my little 
brother is concerned, the only 
thing that a home computer has 
helped him do better is to load 
the game programs into the disk 
drive without drooling on it like 
he did when it was first pur- 
chased. 
My mother was sucked in by 
the commercials just like many 
other parents. "I really think we 
should get one," she said. 
"Maybe it would help him get 
better grades." 
Unless they offer courses in 
hand-eye coordination in my old junior nigh school, I doubt that 
the computer will get my 
brother any further. 
Letters- 
So the computer sits, waiting for 
someone to tell it what to do: a rather 
expensive paperweight in my (somewhat) 
modern American family. 
The kid has more computer 
S;ames than the arcade at our 
ocal shopping mall. What he 
doesn't have, he trades with his 
friends like I used to do with 
baseball cards when I was a kid. 
He has computer disks spread 
all over his room much the same 
as dirty socks. Yes, this is a 
young man wired in to the infor- 
mation revolution. But you can 
bet that the information he plays 
with has nothing to do with im- 
proving his future SAT scores. 
But Be is organized about it. 
His games are filed into catego- 
ries Uke "space battles," "goofy 
Sames" and "death and destruc- 
on." The section containing 
educational programs, of 
course, is in the back. 
Meanwhile, my mother 
planned to use the computer to 
do things like balancing the 
checkbook and keeping up with 
the household budget. 
Well, she hasn't even learned 
how to turn the thing on yet. 
"I just don't have the time," 
she said as she popped another 
tape into the VCR. 
Analysts say that some people 
have a type of 'phobia' when it 
comes to working on computers. 
I bet my mom thinks that she'll 
break out into hives if she looks 
at it the wrong way. 
So the computer sits, waiting 
for someone to tell it what to do: 
a rather expensive paperweight 
in my (somewhat) modem 
American family. 
In order to solve this problem, 
I offered to bring it to college 
with me and put it to some real 
use. The word processor would 
do papers in a jiffy, while the 
spreadsheet program could 
make the household beer and 
pizza expenses look more rea- 
sonable. 
"What are you going to do I 
with it?" she said. 
"What do you mean, what am I 
I going to do with it?" I thought. I 
"Well, what do you do with it 
now?" I asked. 
Mom turned around andl 
glared at me. Then, she pro-1 
ceeded to give me the 'you had I 
better show respect for yourl 
mother' lecture that has been I 
applied to topics as diverse as I 
sex, drugs, and now, the home I 
computer. I just sat and lis-l 
tened, knowing that I had the) 
better argument. 
It's amazing how much some-1 
thing which had been used sol 
little in my home somehow be-1 
came an indispensable house-1 
hold appliance. But that's what! 
the computer manufacturers! 
want anyway, isn't It? 
Stewart, a junior public-rela-\ 
tions major from Bedford* 
Heights, is a reporter for Thef 
News. 
Female lifters 
slighted as well 
In view of all the latest letters 
raging back and forth about the 
Theta Chi fraternity racism inci- 
dent (no, this is not one of them), 
I felt it was time to move to a 
new subject. 
Or Is it? We somehow still 
seem to be anchored to the same 
Respond 
The BG News editorial 
page is your campus forum. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, dou- 
ble-spaced and signed. Your 
address and phone number 
must be included. 
The News reserves the 
right to reject submissions 
that are in bad taste, mali- 
cious or libelous and all sub- 
missions are subject to 
condensation. 
Please address submis- 
sions to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG Newt 
2M West Hall 
topic, discrimination. 
The BG News has been adver- 
tising for some time that this 
Sunday, there will be held an 
event labeled "Mr. BGSU." 
Now, for all intents and pur- 
poses, there is going to be such 
an event, but were you aware 
that along with the Mr. BGSU 
winner, there will also be a Ms. 
BGSU winner? Yes, not only will 
there be marvelously muscular, 
oiled and tanned male bodies, 
but marvelously muscular, oiled 
and tanned female bodies. 
Women are having a hard 
STCI 
enough time breaking into this 
sport, as well as getting recogni- 
tion for all sports in general. As 
a member of the BG Weight 
Club, I swear that the women 
work out just as hard, and just 
as often, as the men do. 
They feel the same pain and 
the same sweat Isn't this 
enough for them to be recog- 
nized? I realize that this is only 
the second year that women 
have competed. This in itself 
should merit special attention. 
Tbe intent of this letter is 
threefold: to show that blacks 
aren't the only people on cam-j 
pus being discriminated] 
against, to show that perhaps! 
"discriminatory'' acts such asl 
these are rarely performed with! 
the intent to hurt an individual! 
or group (I know it was merely! 
an oversight on the part of the! 
person who drew up the adver-l 
tisement to exclude the "Ms."),| 
and to plug the Mr. and (now! 
corrected) Ms. BGSU Physique| 
Contest, an exciting event well 
worth watching. 
Donna Cowl! 
111 Off enhauer Westl 
by Walt Emerine 
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GSS cites need for housing 
by Dave Harding 
chief copy editor 
The lack of adequate graduate housing has 
spurred the need tor an on-campus housing 
unit for graduate students, said David An- 
derson, president of GSS. 
"In the long term Interest of graduate 
students, married students and interna- 
tional students we need to have a University 
housing unit of some sort," Anderson said. 
An on-campus housing unit would also 
benefit the graduate student recruitment 
program at the University, he said. 
"If the University cannot offer the sti- 
pends or any support services to increase 
the graduate student population the only 
way graduate students may want to come to 
the University is if we have an outstanding 
program or if we are the only University to 
offer them assistantships," Anderson said. 
"There's nothing wrong with this, but if 
the University is going to increase the grad- 
uate student population we need some sup- 
port service, such as the housing unit, to go 
with this," he said. 
The on-campus housing plan would call for 
local businessmen to build and manage a 
housing complex on land leased to them by 
the University. This complex would then be 
filled with graduate, married and interna- 
tional students. 
ANDERSON SAID the need for graduate 
student housing began to get attention last 
year. 
"We were concerned that there was no 
housing available to graduate students close 
to campus, and no on-campus housing for 
graduate students." Anderson said. 
Other universities, such as Ohio State, 
offer on-campus housing for graduate stu- 
dents, he said. 
Anderson said the Graduate Student Sen- 
ate started a preferred housing list rating 
the quality of landlords but this list created 
"We had difficulties with the pre-housing 
list because it was felt that we were dubbing 
one person's quality above the other," he 
said. "We found this problematic, in a politi- 
cal sense, with the local community." 
GSS then worked on a program that would 
set aside housing for graduate students, 
married students and international stu- 
dents. 
"Some landlords weren't interested be- 
cause they did not have a problem with 
filling up apartments, but others were inter- 
ested," he said. 
Newlove management has set apartments 
aside for graduate students and has recently 
released a brochure to assist graduate stu- 
dents in finding a place to live, said Mary 
Newlove-Fawcett, owner of Newlove man- 
agement. 
"When graduate students arrive to the 
University in August, most of the housing 
has been snatched up by undergraduates, 
she said. "So we have set some apartments 
aside that have twelve month leases which 
are more convenient for graduate students." 
Newlove-Fawcett said these apartments 
were open to undergraduates, out leases 
have a quiet clause' which asserts that the 
tenant keep the noise down. 
MDA Superdance to keep 
feet moving this weekend 
50th anniversary 
celebration theme 
centers on pride 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
by Susan McDonald 
staff reporter 
As a result of several months 
of planning with area busi- 
nesses, campus organizations 
and special guests, University 
students will be able to literally 
dance the night away at the 11th 
annual MDA Superdance this 
weekend. 
"It is a chance for college 
students to come together to 
have a fun time and dance and 
work for charity," said Renee 
Silvus, junior education and 
communications major and one 
of the Muscular Dystrophy Asso- 
ciation Superdance coordina- 
tors. 
Peter Troiano, assistant hall 
director of Kohl Hall and dance 
chairman, said a variety of ac- 
tivities are planned for dancers 
to keep busy during the 24-hour 
marathon, which will be from 6 
p.m. Friday to 6 p.m. Saturday 
In the Offenhauer Towers' 
lobby. 
Among the scheduled activ- 
ities will be special appearances 
by Jerry Anderson ot Channel 13 
News, Freddie and Frieda Fal- 
con, University cheerleaders 
and the MDA district poster 
child. 
ALTHOUGH THERE were 80 
dancers last year, Troiano said 
that 146 students were regis- 
tered to participate this year. 
Donations are raised by each 
dancer receiving pledges for 
each hour that they participate. 
He said the average amount of 
money raised by the annual 
event is between $2,000 and $4,- 
000, but this year's goal is 
$10,000. Troiano believes this is a 
realistic goal. Last year $3,100 
was raised. 
"We knew we wanted to do a 
lot more than that. We're ex- 
pecting if 100 of those dancers 
show up and each bring in $100. 
we could raise close to $10,000,'' 
he said. 
All of the proceeds go to the 
Muscular Dystrophy Associa- 
tion. 
Sponsored by Kohl Hall and 
the Office of Residential Serv- 
ices, the Superdance receives 
support from the Union Activ- 
ities Organization, the Resi- 
dence Life staff, the Residence 
Student Association and various 
other campus organizations. 
"The support given us has 
been man power," he said, add- 
ing that no organizaton can fi- 
nancially contribute toward a 
charity. 
Troiano said he thinks the 
Superdance will be a success 
since it has received this sup- 
port. In addition, planning 
started much earlier, beginning 
in November instead of after 
Christmas break, as in the past. 
Support has also been given in 
food and prize donations from 
area businesses. He said most 
businesses who donated food are 
national sponsors of the MDA. 
A live band from Toledo, Ten- 
erra Pan terra, will donate its 
time to play from 8 to 10 p.m. 
Friday. Students who are not 
dancers can pay $1 to get in 
during this time, but can get in 
with no charge at any other 
time. All other music will be 
provided by WFAL disc jockeys 
and sound system. 
The MDA Superdance is the 
culmination of "Together We 
Can Make a Difference Week" 
sponsored by the Office of Resi- 
dential Services. 
USE THE CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE Zl 
The Bowling Green Chamber of Oanmerce will celebrate Its 
50th anniversary with a theme that emphasises the philosophy 
of the organization since its formation. 
The theme of this year's Chamber of Commerce anniversary 
celebration is "Growing with Pride for 50 years." 
Originally formed as the Bowling Green Commercial Qub in 
ltl0,Bwa«"charteredastheQuunb»c<Ct«nnierceonAug«»4 
3,1936. 
And programs sponsored by the group throughout the years 
have varied. 
In 1838, the Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce sponsored 
the first Wood County Tomato Festival and in 1977 it sponsored 
the first Annual Meeting and Dinner Dance. 
And although the individual programs have changed, the 
goal of the Chamber has remained essentially the same - to 
promote the city of Bowling Green. 
In 1967 the effort was concentrated an building community 
relationships, said Asbel Bryan, former president of the 
chamber. 
"We weren't as concerned with industrial development to the 
point we are today," Bryan said. "The biggest thing that yea* 
was a project called Friendship Week, where everyone would 
•peak to everyone else in the community." 
FRIENDSHIP WEEK was designed to promote a friendly 
atmosphere in the town, Bryan said. 
"The first thing a newcomer looks at is the attitude as a 
community, so we wanted to develop a warm community 
atmosphere," be said. 
Edward Reiter, former chamber president, said, by 1977 
there was more of a push toward increasing industrial devel- 
opment in Bowling Green. 
The biggest project that year was getting Cooper Industrial 
Productsto locate in Bowling Green, Reiter said. 
'It wasn't just having a place available when someone 
comes to town," Reiter said. ''We did slot cfhttte things like 
distribute information about churches and schools. We also did 
other things like putting up Christmas decorations in town." 
Joan Gordon, executive secretary, said the chamber has 
expanded to the point where it is the umbrella organization for 
three smaller groups - the Women's Council, the Manufactur- 
er's Council and the Promote Bowling Green Committee. Each 
group has the job of serving a specific segment of the 
community. 
"This year our top priority will be to retain current industry 
and attract new industry.''Gordon said. "We will be devel- 
oping a 10 to 12 minute videotape to promote Bowling Green to 
prospective industries." 
The 50th year is starting strong, she said. 
The chamber has 338 member firms this year, with 73 of 
them being new members, she said  
I 
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TONIGHT 
VIDEO DANCE PARTY 
7-11 p.m.       Grand Ballroom 
$2. Proceeds benefit the TJ Martell Foundation for 
Cancer & Leukemia Research 
% 
'*o. 
»// 
FREE T-Shirts 
FREE Posters 
FREE ALBUMS including ... 
Bruce   Springsteen . . . Wham . . . Mick Jagger. . . 
Til Tuesday . . . Cheap Trick . . . Adam Ant. . . plus MANY more 
Tickets go on sale at 6 p.m. 
Videos include... Sade... Billy Joel... Cyndi Lauper... Huey Lewis & The News 
Bruce Springsteen... Police... Michael Jackson... The Hooters... and many more 
presented 
by: 
Chevrolet 
GMAC 
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Two Falcon hockey players skate onto big screen ■ 
;  
by Jill Mom* 
reporter 
Amid the action and excite- 
ment of the new hockey movie 
"Youngblood," area viewers 
may notice two of the players 
skating by on the screen look 
familiar. 
They are Falcon hockey play- 
ers Brian Meharry and Andy 
Gribble. 
Meharry, Falcon center, said 
in the summer of 1984 he and 
Gribble each got a telephone call 
from a man who had been fol- 
lowing their hockey careers. 
"He said that he was casting 
the hockey players for a new 
hockey movie and wanted to 
know if I wanted to tryout. At 
first I thought he was kidding," 
Meharry said. "But when I 
beard who was starring in it 
(Rob Lowe, Patrick Swayze, 
Cynthia Gibb), I knew it was 
going to be a good movie." 
So both players decided to 
audition. The audition and all of 
the hockey scenes of "Youngb- 
lood" took place in Toronto, 
Canada - the hometown of Me- 
harry and Gribble. 
Meharry said that about 100 
hockey players appeared for the 
two-day tryout. 
"All we did was skate around 
and play hockey for two days. 
They watched us and picked the 
top 30-40 (hockey players). We 
then had to walk in front of a 
camera and say our name so 
they could see if we had pres- 
ence on camera," he said. 
BRIAN MEHARRY was cho- 
sen to play "Harris," number 20 
on the Hamilton Mustangs team. 
He said he was lucky because he 
was chosen to be in the team's 
forward line with the two main 
stars of the movie. 
"Rob Lowe (who portrayed 
the main character Dean 
Youngblood) played center, Pat 
Swayze played left wing, and I 
played right wing. I got passed 
the puck a lot, but I had to 
mostly concentrate on passing it 
back to Swayze and Lowe and 
staying out of their way," he 
said. 
Andy Gribble. BG right-wing, 
was chosen to play a member of 
the Thunderbay Bombers (the 
'bad guys' in the movie), and 
played Patrick, number 21. 
"They picked the names for 
our jerseys by using the names 
of the cameramen and crew," 
Gribble said. "That way the 
crew could see their names in 
the movie." 
Meharry and Gribble were in 
the hockey and fight scenes of 
"Youngblood." Since Meharry 
Elayed on Youngblood's team, 
B also appeared in extra 
scenes, including bus and locker 
room scenes. 
Both players said they discov- 
ered acting was not very easy. 
"It's hard to relax and act 
normal when you're on cam- 
era," Gribble said. "When they 
say, 'Action,' you want to look at 
the camera." 
BUT THE two Falcons also 
had a lot of fun making the 
movie. Gribble said that be- 
tween scenes, the hockey play- 
ers would get together in a room 
and play cards or watch rented 
movies. 
"If they wanted to shoot a 
scene in that room, we would all 
stand back, let them shoot it and 
then get back together again," 
he said. 
Gribble also said he got to talk 
to the other hockey players, 
many of whom he had played 
against in previous years, and 
some of whom are now in the 
NHL. 
Meharry got an added taste of 
movie life - make-up. 
"They put a scar on me over 
my eye and a bruise on my neck 
that I was supposed to have 
gotten in a fight. The scar looked 
so real that when I went home, 
my mom thought I cut myself, 
he said. 
Meharry and Gribble both 
said there were only two draw- 
backs to being in the movie, the 
first being the long hours. 
"I worked 27 days in August - 
usually 18-19 hours a day. I 
never worked less than 12 hours 
and 21 hours was my longest 
day," Meharry said. 
He said many of the long hours 
came from re-shooting several 
of the scenes. 
"At the time we were making 
the movie, they (the directors) 
didn't know if the movie was 
going to be rated PG or R," he 
said. "We had to do several 
scenes twice - once with swear- 
ing, once without." 
1 
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ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
Phone 352-9378 
835 High St. - Rental Office 
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa 
9:00-4:30 Monday - Friday 
HAVEN HOUSE 
PIEDMONT - 8th & HIGH ST. 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST. 
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN 
6th & 7th 
707 SIXTH ST. 
818 SEVENTH ST. 
Features: 
2 bedroom-carpeted 8 furnished 
Gas heat - gas cooking 
(Landlord pays gas) 
laundry areas in each building 
Residents pay only electric 
Lots of closet space 
1 1/2 bath 
Special Features 
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has 
been built features the following: 
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool • Sun lamps • Shower Massage 
• Indoor Heated Pool • Metos Sauno      • Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment 
Other Rentals 
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm. 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
;■■: 
&::::::::W:*:^^^ 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
NOW RENTING FOR 
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY 
, 
Hurry — Don't Miss Out!! 
Apartments Going Fast!! 
3 Locations 
* Palmer Avenue 
* South Summit St. 
* Napoleon Road 
* One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished 
• Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included 
it On Site management 
* Full time Maintainance 
■k Swimming Pools 
• Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks 
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT 
IF LEASE IS SIGNED 
BEFORE MARCH 31 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135 9-5 weekdays, evenings by oppointment 
Brian Meharry and Andy Gribble 
MEHARRY SAID his hockey 
playing deteriorated because or 
the movie. 
"My hockey playing suffered 
because I had no good training 
that month and I had gained 
weight," Meharry said. (Dur- 
ing the filming of the movie), 
two guys were hired just to keep 
a "junk table" full of junk food 
for all of the cast. It was always 
full of pop and candy." 
Gribble also said his game 
went downhill. 
"About a month before the 
season, you have to start jogging 
and lifting weights and training 
but we had no time. All we did 
was go to work and sleep," he 
said. 
But both players agreed that 
they would enjoy being in an- 
other hockey movie, as long as it 
didn't interfere with their train- 
ing or school. 
"It's weird to see yourself up 
on the screen," Gribble said. 
"And now people we don't even 
know are beginning to come up 
to us and tell us they saw us in 
the movie." 
STUDENTRECREA TI0N CENTER 
1986-87 Employee Selection 
All students interested in employment at the 
SRC should take note of the following dates: 
February 24 
February 27, 28 
March 4 
March 11,12,13 
March 18 
Applications available at Student Rec- 
reation Center at 7:00 a.m. (300 appli- 
cations available) 
Screening of applications at SRC by 
staff and student employee board 
All applicants must return to the Stu- 
dent Recreation Center (no calls 
please)-those selected will sign up for 
an interview time on the 11th, 12th, 
13th 
Interviews held at SRC 
Names of 1986-87 (beginning Fall '86) 
Employees will be posted at the SRC 
and Student Employment. 
Call 372-2711 if you have any questions. 
Our three-year and 
two-year scholarships won't 
make college easier. 
Just easiertopay for. 
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you 
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships 
Sy for full tuition and allowances for educational 
s and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000 
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
For Mort Information, call Captain Davo Wolf at 
372-2476 or stop by Room 151, Momorlal Hall. 
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
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Conference takes look at future n 
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES! 
•SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
•BEER & WINE 
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS 
. 'RECORDS and CASSETTES 
by Terri Matyus 
reporter 
The University's Sixth Annual 
Leadership Conference this year 
will be gearing itself toward 
goals for the future. 
The theme of the conference 
will be "A Voyage into Excel- 
lence" and will be held tomor- 
row and Saturday in the 
University Union. 
"We're trying to aim toward 
the future and how you can gain 
skills at the University and use 
those skills in later life," said 
Sandi George, special projects 
coordinator for trie conference. 
Co-sponsored by the Universi- 
ty's Interfraternity Council and 
Panhellenic Council, the confer- 
ence is the largest of its kind in 
the country. 
"This is the sixth year that 
we've had the conference. It 
started in 1979 here in Bowling 
Green and has been growing 
each year. This year we nave at 
least five states represented 
compared to three last year," 
George said. 
The conference will assemble 
students and advisors from 
Ohio, Michigan and Indiana to 
discuss matters pertaining to 
leadership, professionalism and 
current leadership issues. 
Previously held for all lead- 
ers, the Leadership Conference 
has been narrowed down to pri- 
marily greeks, said Heidi Ho- 
sick, Panhel Conference 
Coordinator. 
International fraternity and 
sorority officers will be offering 
advise as conference speakers. 
Greek organization advisors will 
also be on hand to assist those in 
attendance. 
The conference's key speaker 
will be Indiana University's As- 
sistant Dean of Students Vic 
Boschini. He will speak about 
what greeks will be like in the 
year 2007. 
HOSICK SAID greek events 
will be cancelled on that Friday. 
"Normally greeks will have 
teas on weekends and on Friday 
nights. We felt that it detracted 
from the conference. So we de- 
cided to provide some kind of 
alternative party for everybody 
so it wasn't like a punishment, 
Hosick said. 
The student organization 
"Never Again" will sponsor a 
party in the Grand Ballroom 
with a live band following the 
first night of the conference. 
Also included in the confer- 
ence is a dinner banquet on 
Friday and an "Ask the Expert" 
luncheon on Saturday. All of the 
guest speakers will be on hand 
at the luncheon to answer any 
questions that students may 
nave. 
There is an individual fee of 
$17 which will include registra- 
tion for the events, all sessions, 
the banquet and luncheon. 
Darwin Rowell. IFC confer- 
ence coordinator feels that indi- 
vidual growth is a big part of the 
conference. 
"The information that stu- 
dents gather here they can take 
back to their own chapters. It 
can help make their chapters 
grow and also make themselves 
grow as a person," he said. 
Weather leaves students in a fog 
by Jill Monoc 
reporter 
The thick fog BG has been 
experiencing this week is a com- 
bination of various environmen- 
tal factors and as a result, it 
may not go away as quickly as 
most would like. 
According to Glen Frey, Uni- 
versity associate professor of 
Seography and meteorology, the 
ense fog we have seen this 
week is rather common for the 
area in this time of the year. 
Foe is composed of small wa- 
ter droplets and can be consid- 
ered a cloud on the ground and 
the density of the fog depends on 
the number and size of the water 
droplets, as well as how close 
the droplets are to each other, 
Frey said. The dense fog at the 
beginning of the week was due to 
many larger droplets packed 
close together, he said. 
"Fog forms when warm moist 
air flows over a cold surface," 
Frey said. "This week we've 
had 40 degree temperatures 
moving over our snow covered 
ground so fog formed. This is 
common in the Midwest and 
Great Lakes regions in the late 
winter and early spring." 
THE SUN usually burns off 
the fog by warming it up. This 
week's fog stayed for several 
days because a cloud layer had 
formed between the sun and fog, 
blocking some of the sun's rays, 
he said. 
The fog we experienced this 
week stretched across Michi- 
gan, Iowa, Illinois and some 
parts of Canada, he said. 
"We have four low pressure 
areas (across the mid section of 
the U.S.) forming a boundary 
between the warm and cold 
air," Frey said. "We have 
minus 35 degree temperatures 
in Canada and 100 degree tem- 
peratures in Texas. We are 
caught in the middle with all of 
the Tog, rain and snow." 
Frey said the fluctuation 
boundary line of low pressure is 
causing meteorologists to only 
be able to guess if our fog and 
mid-temperatures will remain. 
"All of the meteorologists are 
?redicting something different, 
ou could really flip a coin to 
see which side of the line we are 
going to fall on - the warm side 
or the cold side," he said. "I 
think our relatively mild and 
foggy weather will remain for 
awhile, with some colder breaks 
occurring on a few days. But the 
fog should be less dense since 
most of our snow has melted and just left slush." 
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Support Scholarships! 
Attend the College of Musical Arts 
Benefit Concert 
* Featuring BGSU Alumni 
Jon West, Tenor 
(New York City Opera) 
and J. Patrick Rafferty, Violin 
(Dallas Symphony) 
J}- 
EIGHTH ST. APARTMENTS 
803 & 815 Eighth St. 
2 bdrm. - Furnished - 
2 bdrm. - Unfurnished - 
Tenants pay electric & gas 
Central Air      Gas Heat 
• Fall Special — $100 deposit 
for Qualified Tenants 
Greenbriar Inc. 
352-0717 
9V2 mo. $350.00 
12 mo. $315.00 
912 mo. $325.00 
12 mo. $290.00 
STORE HOURS 
MON TUES WEDS    9 lo 9   SAT     10 to 8 
THURS-FRI • 9 to 10 SUN     11  to 6 
902 E.WOOSTER - Next to T.O.'s -PHONE 352-3951 
ALBUM OF THE WEEK:  O^ 
PAT BENATAR ! $5. 
SEVEN THE HARD WAY" 
LIMIT 1      EXPIRES 2-27-86 
STATE COUPON 
TDK 
SA 90 min. 2 pk. $4. 
BLANK TAPE LIMIT 1 - EXPIRES 227- 
COUPONI 
DURACELL 
AA BATTERIES 
2pk. 
$1. 
LIMIT 1 -- EXPIRES 2-27-86 
STATE COUPON 
BEACON 
MINI HANDI 
BASKETS 
SUAVE 
SHAMPOO & 
CONDITIONER 
All Flavors    16 oz. 
79* 
LIMIT 1 ■■ EXPIRES 2-27-861 
STATE COUPON 
$1. 
LIMIT 1    - EXPIRES 2-27-86 
10 OI. STATI COUPON 
SUAVE LOTION 
• ALOE VERA • VIT. E 
• COCOA BUTTER LIMIT 1 -. 
I STATE COUPON] 
$1. 
CLEARASIL 
ADULT CARE $2. 
LIMIT  1  -- EXPIRES 2-27-86 
STATE COUPON 
IVORY SOAP   4,°'$ "| #00 
13 Vi oz. bar 
 LIMIT 4 .- EXPIRES 2 27-86 
I ST ATE COUPONl 
ULTRA BAN 
ANTI-PERSPIRANT 
•REG.      • UNSC.    1.5  OZ.       LIMIT 1      EXPIRES 2-27-86 
STATE COUPON 
COLGATE PUMP 
• REG.    • GEL $1. 
LIMIT 1 ■■ EXPIRES 2-27- 
STATE COUPON I 
MAXIMUM 
BAYER ASPIRIN 
30 tabs 
$1. 
LIMIT  1      EXPIRES 2 27-86 
STATE COUPON 
ACTIFED 
NASAL      24 tab« 
DECONGESTANT 
$3. 
1ST ATE COUPON) 
SCOPE 
MOUTHWASH $1. 
LIMIT  1       EXPIRES 2-27-86 
STATE COUPON 
CORDLESS ELECTRIC        (O    99) 
I PENCIL SHARPENER        ▼ ^ • 
LIMIT 1 ■■ EXPIRES 2-27-1 
STATE COUPON I 
B.G.S.U. 10 Pk. 
BALLPOINT PENS 99* 
• BLUE • BLACK 
KLEENEX 
250 2 PLY 
TISSUES 
.IMIT  1       EXPIRES 2-27-86 
STATE COUPON 
$1. 
LIMIT 1 - EXPIRES 2-27-861 
FRITO LAY 
POTATO CHIPS QQ 
• REG.» BARB O   7 oz. Bag "    " 
• SOUR CREAM &  ONION       LIMIT  1 EXPIRES 2-27-86 
STATE COUPON 
POP 12 ox. can 
* 
COKE
  ' 
SPW™   ' TAB       llMIT , .. lxpltf8 2,„^\ 
• dUt COKE • CHERRY COKE 
40*1 
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BG police promote two officers 
by Brian R. Ball 
staff reporter 
Personnel changes continue 
within the Bowling Green Police 
Department with two appoint- 
ments made during the last 
three weeks by Mayor Bruce 
Bellard. 
Bowling Green's first woman 
patrolman was promoted to ser- 
geant last week. 
Linda McCool, approaching 
her 15th year with the depart- 
ment, was promoted from pa- 
trolman to sergeant Friday. 
McCool was first appointed to 
the police division as a radio 
dispatcher in May of 1971 and 
became a patrolman seven 
years ago. 
Her duties will include becom- 
ing a shift supervisor. 
In addition, Samuel Johnson, 
a 15 and one-half-year veteran of 
the Bowling Green force, was 
promoted to lieutenant on Jan. 
27 after working seven and one 
half years as a sergeant. 
Johnson becomes the com- 
mander of the uniformed patrol 
bureau, filling the vacancy cre- 
ated by the promotion of 
Thomas Votava to captain Jan. 
21. 
THE THREE top scorers on a 
civil service exam were inter- 
viewed for each position. Sgt. 
Dennis Josephs, a 15-year vet- 
eran, and Sgt. Joseph Crowell, a 
14 and one-half-year veteran, 
with also were considered for 
the position. 
The two other contenders in- 
terviewed for sergeant were Pa- 
trolman David Stuckey, a 14 and 
one-half-year veteran, and Pa- 
trolman Ken Fortney, who has 
been with the department six 
years. 
McCool's appointment leaves 
a vacancy for a patrolman. 
John Fawcett, Bowling Green 
Personnel Dirctor. said it will 
take awhile to get the committee 
which interviews candidates to- 
Eether. The top three candidates 
ave already been determined 
by a civil service exam given 
last year. 
Philippines  
Continued from page 1. 
limit the provisions of the. law 
and the constitution to prevent 
turmoil." 
He noted that the constitu- 
tion, which he designed, gives 
him "certain powers that can 
dismantle the machineries of 
civil disobedience," but he did 
not say which ones he would use. 
His special powers include or- 
dering arrests, ruling by decree 
and declaring martial law. 
Mrs. Aquino, 53, went to 
Angeles City on the outskirts of 
the Clark base for her first post- 
election rally outside Manila 
and declared: "Let us not rest 
until we have brought down 
Marcos." 
d flfijUJ&W*™1    Purchase Any 12" or 16" 
C> jhecLok on# ,t#m p,na on,y • * ' $499 
I 
Additional lloms 99' 
Bowling Green 352-1539 
The opposition leader, whose 
husband Benieno was Marcos' 
chief political toe until his mur- 
der in 1963, told 20,000 people at 
the rally that she had been 
warned she might be killed. 
"My answer is that when Mar- 
cos and his puppets planned the 
death of Ninoy (Bemgno's nick- 
name), they probably told them- 
selves that it would be all right 
to kill him because after a 
month or two people will forget, 
but they were mistaken," she 
said. 
The military said Aquino was 
killed by a communist agent. 
Gen. Fabian Ver, the army com- 
mander, 24 other soldiers and a 
civilian were aquitted of murder 
and conspiracy charges in the 
assassination. 
Philip Habib, President Rea- 
gan's special envoy, met with 
Vice President-elect Arturo To- 
lentino yesterday. 
Salaries  
D Continued from page 1. 
to be like in many ways except 
salaries. 
Stoner said a Sentinal-Tribune 
article implied that the Presi- 
dent had blamed the Faculty 
Senate for the lower salaries in a 
speech to the Chamber of Com- 
merce Executive Committee. 
Olscamp denied this 
statement. 
Stoner said he has a "suspi- 
cion" Bowling Green internal 
policies are responsible for the 
lower salaries. 
In an interview yesterday, 
Olscamp said the largest reason 
faculty salaries have dropped 
competitively is the State Tea- 
cher Retirement System's Early 
Retirement Incentive Plan. He 
said 53 faculty members chose 
to retire under the plan. 
The faculty members who re- 
tired were replaced by faculty 
hired at lower salaries, which 
caused average salaries to go 
down, he said. 
Muscles  
D Continued from page 1. 
He began lifting in the early 
1970s for the same reason many 
other people begin working out. 
"I was a skinny kid and didn't 
want to be skinny," he said. 
Lautermilch was a powerlifter 
in college and placed ninth in the 
nation in 1977. He began body- 
building only two years ago. 
"I've never posed before in a 
physique contest - it's going to 
be different," he said. "You Just 
have to say to yourself that you 
look the best that you can at that 
moment - then you go out there 
an do the best you can do." 
Each year, Lautermilch pro- 
vides a treat for all those asso- 
ciated with the contest. 
"ALL THE posers and (people 
OLSCAMP SAID the faculty 
who resigned did so for the fi- 
nancial advantage. In addition, 
new faculty got jobs and contin- 
uing faculty got an 8.65 percent 
raise, he said 
"No one seems to have been 
hurt by it individually," be said. 
Bowling Green's average sal- 
aries will continue to be rela- 
tively low for a few more years 
because the increase in new 
faculty means lower salaries, 
Olscamp said. 
BGSU has the lowest salaries 
of the 11 state universities in 
Ohio. According to Olscamp's 
letter, an increase of $384,877 
would raise salary rankings to a 
tie for 6 out of 11 universities. 
Stoner said if one includes 
benefits in those calculations, 
the cost to raise salaries is much 
higher. 
Reaching the net compensa- 
tion levels of Kent State Univer- 
sity, the category-1 school with 
the next lowest salaries, would 
take close to $1 million, he said. 
Compensation for Bowling 
Green faculty is $1,344 per fac- 
ulty member less than Kent 
State's. 
Olscamp said be did not want 
Stoner's letter to give the im- 
pression that there is dis- 
agreement between the Faculty 
Senate and himself. 
"There isn't any dis- 
agreement," he said. "I too be- 
lieve that faculty salaries are 
too low." 
In other business the Senate: 
• rejected a charter revision 
concerning the size and mem- 
bership of the Senate Executive 
Committee. Without the revi- 
sion, the Senate has no policy on 
membership in SEC. 
• passed a resolution opposing 
tax reforms in House Bill 3838 
which would alter the tax 
exempt status of educational 
pension funds. 
• tabled fringe benefits rec- 
ommendations. 
involved in the contest) all come 
out to my store and are allowed 
to pig out on anything they 
want - the weight club pays for 
it," he said. 
Another contestant, Scott 
Dotas, junior sports marketing 
and promotion major, considers 
this weekend's contest as prac- 
tice for the Toledo "Key to the 
Sea" bodybuilding contest in 
which he and Wilson are partici- 
pating. 
"I'm just concerned about get- 
ting my routine down in front of 
an audience," he said. 
Dotas said competing gives 
him a sense of accomplishment. 
"It's pride in knowing you've 
fulfilled the goals you wanted to 
achieve," he said. 
Contestant Jeff Stanley, se- 
nior marketing major, said en- 
tering the competition is a long- 
time wish. 
"It's my last year up here - 
I've been wanting to do it ever 
since I got here," ne said. 
The preliminaries for Mr. and 
Ms. BGSU will be 2 p.m. Sunday, 
and the finals will be 7 p.m., both 
the Grand Ballroom of the 
Union. 
Other contestants in the Mr. 
and Mrs. BGSU Contest include 
Bob Everhart, Steve Taylor. 
Frank Atkins, Dave Healy, Ed 
Grable, Tom Shaner, Kathy Pal- 
azzolo, Nita Renfrew, Lara 
Fish, and Donna Cowl. 
PHOJDELPHIA STEAK & HOAGE SHOP 
PHILADELPHIA STYLE STEAK SANDWICHES 
* 
PEP9 
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL 
w 
FREE 2 LITRE BOTTLE 
OF SODA WITH ANY PURCHASE 
OF A BUCKET OF 50 SPOT WINGS 
(HOT BUFFALO STYLE or SPOT'S OWN RECIPE) 
Good thru 2/24/86 WE DELIVER 
125 EAST COURT • DOWNTOWN 352-SPOT 
« JV» JV» JV* J7» JV« JV« JV» ■iV* JV» J^* JV* JV» dV\ 
*A 
ANCHOR SPLASH 
HAPPY HOURS 
4-6 p.m. at Mark's 
s-JSee you there! ^ 
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Be an exchange student | 
STAOiLM 
INEMA1&2 
<rr«niuuPi«7» 
11 ACADEMY 
AWARD 
NOMMATIONS 
AT 7:30 ONLY 
TheColor 
•   Rirple 
(Pug 
THURSDAY STUDENT NIGHT 
WITH VALID ID 
ONLY $2.00 
Sally Field • James Garner 
Murphy's «£ 
Romance 
NOMINATION 
BEST 
ACTOR 
AT 7:30 & 9:30 l~:iJ| 
EVES - ADULTS $3.50 
WEMESMY neons 
ONLY $2.00 
^VIN BACON IS JACKCASEY HE TRADED WrIS 
THRK-PfCE Stlfl FOR ATEN-5PEED 
M QUICKSILVER 
AND THE STREETS. 
AT 7:30 & 9:30 
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Congratulations Sarah Evans 
Miss Bowling Green State University 
1986 
Your Phi Mu Sisters Are So Proud of You! 
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UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
& UNIVERSITY COURTS 
APARTMENTS 
Comer of Clough & Mercer (Behind Wendy's) 
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN I CLOSE TO REC CENTER. MOVIE THEATRES, 
INTRAMURAL FIELDS. FRATERNITY ROW. BANK, FAST FOODS. AND ICE ARENA 
*Gm heat, hot water and cooking 
included. Tenant pays electric only 
(small monthly electric bill) 
'Spacious 2 bdrm. opts, furnished 
,cast dependable, 24 hr maintenance 
*ln house laundry centers 
'Plenty of storage area 
»Now accepting applications for 
summer and next foil 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
1520 Clough    Phone 352-0164 
(Behind Wendy's) 
Office Hrs. 
9-5    Mon-Fri 
10-2   Sat 
OT3J **±*o*o* *to*oto*»*oto*»** 
The King and his dream 
are still alive! 
more on Feb. 
the Northeast 
n 
Come find out 
25 at 8 p.m. in 
Commons. 
"Who Slew the Dreamer 
Free admission includes a 
slide presentation, questions 
and answers. 
In association with Black 
History Month. (In conjunc- 
tion with Minority Student 
Activities.) 
ATA ATA AfA ATA AfA AfA AfA AfA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA 
ArA Would Like 
to Present Their 
1986 Spring Pledges 
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA 
Joanie Huesman Shelly Mirkin 
Nikkilsham       Terri Slater 
Joan Mickens    Leigh Spaeth 
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA 
•AAeadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas heat i 
shared electric 
Unfurnished efficiency 
$200.00 
Landlord pays gas heat 
shared electric 
One bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
includes utilities 
i 
One bdrm. unfurnished 
$250.00 
All utilities paid 
Two bedroom furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas 8 electric 
All residents have the prlvlledge of using The 
Cherrywood Health Spa located at 8* and High St. 
352-1195     214 Napoleon Rd. 
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Rhodes accuses Celeste 
of 'scheme to plunder' 
COLUMBUS (AP)-For- 
mer Gov. James Rhodes ac- 
cused Democratic Gov. 
Richard Celeste's adminis- 
tration yesterday of engaging 
in "a scheme to plunder this 
state," but the GOP guberna- 
torial candidate stopped short 
of accusing Celeste of per- 
sonal wrongdoing. 
"I would say, that's my 
Krsonal opinion, I think they 
d a studied plan to plunder 
this state," Rhodes said. 
Rhodes, one of three candi- 
dates seeking the GOP nomi- 
nation for governor in the 
May 6 primary, told a news 
conference he believed the 
plan to which he referred was 
devised prior to the 1982 elec- 
tion, which Celeste won. 
"The plundering scheme 
... to plunder this state was 
laid out long before the elec- 
tion of 1982. It's a studied plan 
to bring corruption to this 
state," Rhodes said. 
"My observation, my per- 
sonal observation, and I think 
in this, this thing is laid out 
too prevalent, almost in every 
department. You cannot start 
on January the first and orga- 
nize like this. This thing was 
organized the first year," 
Rhodes said. 
"I THINK that time will 
show that there was a studied 
plan, call that a conspiracy, 
whatever you want to say,' 
he said. 'rI will say in this 
administration there's been 
more corruption than all of 
the previous administrations 
in the history of Ohio." 
Rhodes made it clear he 
was not accusing Celeste of 
personal wrongdoing. 
'I have not accused the gov- 
ernor of anything. Nobody's 
accused Custer of anything. A 
great leader but he couldn't 
lead his men," Rhodes said. 
Later, in answer to a ques- 
tion, Rhodes said, "Yes, I 
think there is theft in the state 
administration." 
Rhodes' comments came at 
a news conference at which 
Rep. Thomas Van Meter, R- 
Ashland, unveiled a paper- 
back book he has published, 
entitled "Richard's Poor Al- 
manac." Van Meter said the 
book chronicles Celeste's first 
three years in office. 
Brian Usher, Celeste's 
press secretary, dismissed 
van Meter's booklet and Rho- 
des' comments. 
"It looks to me like 'Poor 
Tom' is still trying to get on 
Jim Rhodes' ticket ahead of 
the filing deadline," Usher 
said. Van Meter was one of 
the lieutenant governor can- 
didates considered by Rho- 
des,  who  ultimately  chose 
Robert Taft II as his running- 
mate. 
"IN TERMS of the Custer 
remarks and all the other 
non-facts in both the booklet 
and Rhodes' statements, 
you've heard of Sitting Bull? 
Rhodes is throwing bull," 
Usher said. 
The book is intended as a 
fund raiser for Van Meter's 
Senate campaign. 
Using newspaper clips and 
other documents as source 
material, "Richard's Poor 
Almanac" concentrates on 
taxation policies, accusations 
of wrongdoing, the state's 
savings and loan crisis and 
other problems that have 
dogged the administration. 
Van Meter published 5,000 
copies at a cost of $15,200, and 
plans to distribute them for a 
campaign contribution of at 
Van Meter presented the 
first copy to Rhodes. The for- 
mer governor responded, 
"I'm a student of the Bible. 
I'm goin^ to place this right 
Rhodes said he would sup- 
port Van Meter's state Senate 
bid in the primary against 
incumbant Sen. Dick Schaf- 
rath. R-Wooster, after ini- 
tially sidestepping the 
question. 
Improved flu vaccine sought 
NEW YORK (AP) - Scientists 
are testing a flu vaccine they 
hope will provide longer-lasting 
immunity, but they're still 
stumped by chameleon-like 
changes in the flu bug that let it 
evade vaccines and natural bod- 
ily defenses. 
So they have to play catch-up 
with the ever-changing virus, 
trying to decide during one flu 
season what new variants may 
return next year and whether to 
redesign next year's vaccine 
accordingly. 
"We are always trying to 
catch up," said flu expert Dr. 
Edwin Kilbourne, chairman of 
the microbiology department at 
the Mount Sinai School of Medi- 
cine in New York, "but at least 
we are following closely." 
That work is proceeding amid 
the nation's worst influenza out- 
break in five years. Forty-five 
states and the District of Colum- 
bia have reported flu to the 
federal Centers for Disease Con- 
trol, 21 of them citing wide- 
spread outbreaks. Only the 
Dakotas, Kansas, New Hamp- 
shire and Wyoming had been 
spared as of last week's tally, 
CDC said. 
In terms of the number of flu 
cases, "this has been heavier 
than any season certainly since 
1981," CDC epidemiologist Karl 
Kappus said yesterday. 
But deaths from flu appear to 
be running lower than last year, 
he said. 
CDC TRACKS flu deaths in 
weekly reports from 121 cities. 
This season the combined death 
toll from flu and its frequent 
consequence, pneumonia, 
reached 6.2 percent of total 
deaths from those cities in mid- 
January, Kappus said. Last 
year's peak was 7.2 percent, the 
highest since 1976. 
Organ program restructured 
PITTSBURGH (AP) - One of 
the nation's largest clearing- 
houses for transplant organs, 
criticized for being controlled 
largely by surgeons, said yester- 
day it has reorganized to give 
laymen clout on who gets the 
life-saving operations. 
"The (transplant) program 
has changed from a mom-and- 
pop sort of outfit to the busiest 
transplantation program in the 
world," said Dr. Henry Bahn- 
son, chairman of the Depart- 
ment of Surgery at the 
University of Pittsburgh. 
"Our goal is to be accountable 
to the public and get public 
&$;:::::;:::::::j$^^ 
Say Happy Birthday 
With The Balioonman! 
Surprise tomaona with a Balloon Bauquat 
dallvarad by a down, gorilla. FhW, French 
Maid. Mr. Wondarful or Belly Dancer. 
FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Balioonman 
fit A K U R A1 Wl\ vl£ A R D E N W 
-OPEN- 
MON thru THURS 5-9:30 p.m. 
FRI & SAT 5-10:30 p.m, 
SUNDAY 4:30-8:30 p.m. 
Now serving 
SUSHI 
SHOGUN DINNER 
ICMMUUO* of Stria? 
Ttapriitef •9." 
SkkkKabobTnijaU 
5206 RENWYCK, TOLEDO OHIO 
(off Reynolds — near Hill) 535-1836 
Hockey Clearance 
Pur-cell's 
131 W. Wooster 
352-6264 
• Sticks 
• Skates 
• Helmets 
• Gloves 
• Protective Gear 
NOW BEING SOLD AT COST 
CHARLESTOWN 
APARTMENTS= 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus—summer 
1986 and 1986-87 school year: 
2 bedroom, unfurnished, gas heat 
& water included, air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4. B.G. 
352-4380 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CURE 
12953 KRAMER HD 
- B.G. - 
BGS LARGEST 
AND MOST 
COMPLETE 
IMPORT 
FACILITY 
352-7031 
MasterCard VISA 
TO DEFEAT MS 
STUDENT RECREA TI0N CENTER 
-AER0BIC-A-TH0N- 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26 
6:00 • 7:30 p.m. 
ACTIVITY CENTER 
* FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CALL MICHELLE 372-2711 
feedback," Bahnson said. 
A new 18-member board of 
directors, six of whom are not 
physicians, has been established 
to head the Transplant Organ 
Procurement Foundation of 
Western Pennsylvania, which 
also obtains organs from parts 
of Ohio and West Virginia. The 
panel originally was made up of 
three physicians. 
The new board meets federal 
guidelines under the 1984 Na- 
tional Organ Transplant Act, 
according to Bahnson. 
An oversight committee con- 
sisting of eight community lead- 
ers also has been formed to 
review the foundation's policies 
for procuring and distributing 
organs. 
ALTHOUGH THE committee 
has no voting or veto power, "It 
has plenty of clout, Bahnson 
insisted. "It will look at the 
problems that need to be looked 
at in transplantation." 
The oversight committee 
"doesn't have the staff to an- 
swer all of the public's ques- 
tions," said L. stanton Williams, 
retired chairman of PPG Indus- 
tries who will head the panel. 
THwtA'* 
Large 11tem Pizza 
$4*25 ln-house and Carry-out 
$5*25 Delivery 
\ 352-3551    expires  2-28-86    352-3551     / 
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MR. BGSU 
CONTEST 
Sunday Feb. 23 
Grand Ballroom 
2pm    pre-judging 
7pm   Finals 
$2.00   Afternoon Session 
$3.00   Evening Session 
$4.00   All Day 
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
A degree 
of caring. 
For people who care about people- 
teachers, counselors, health and human 
services professionals—Northeastern Uni- 
versity has a special place where you can 
obtain the knowledge and skills needed 
to help others. Boston-Bouv6 College of 
Human Development Professions. 
You can reach out and further your 
career with Master Degree programs 
that include: 
Master of Education 
• Counseling 
• Consulting Teacher of Reading 
• Curriculum and Instruction 
• Educational Research 
• Human Development 
• Rehabilitation 
• Special Education 
Master of Science 
• Counseling Psychology 
• Physical Education 
• Physical Therapy 
• Recreation Management 
• Speech-Language Pathology & 
Audiology 
Doctoral and non-degree certification 
programs are also available. 
For more information and a free catalog 
call (617)437-2708orwriteto Boston- 
Bouve College at the address below. 
Graduate School, Boston Bouve College of Human Development Professions 
107 Dockser Hall.Northeastern University. 360 Hunlington Ave., Boston, MA 02115 
No-H—3MKn jni^^.iy ^ «n equal oppormnrtyJjHinrwn* jcltO*' gqwCJUyi*! imtilxtion «nd ?mp<tW 
BOSTON 
BOUVE 
•Northeastern UntversNy 
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News Briefs 
State appeals university suit 
ATLANTA (AP)-The state 
will seek a new trial of Jan 
Kemp's suit against two Univer- 
sity of Georgia administrators 
who were ordered to pay Kemp 
$2.57 million after a jury found 
she was unjustly fired for crit- 
icizing preferential treatment of 
athletes, it was announced yes- 
terday. 
Attorney General Michael 
Bowers released a statement 
saying the decision to appeal 
was made "at the request oi the 
defendants ..., with the appro- 
val of the Board of Regents and 
after consultation with the gov- 
ernor." 
The motion will be filed by 
Monday with U.S. District Judge 
Horace Ward, who presided 
over   the   sii-week   trial   of 
Kemp's lawsuit, Bowers said. 
If that appeal is unsuccessful, 
"or if the case is not otherwise 
disposed of," the state will ap- 
peal to the 11th U.S. Circuit 
Court of Appeals, he said. 
A SIX-MEMBER U.S. District 
Court jury last week awarded 
damages to Kemp, a former 
English instructor, after finding 
she was unjustly fired by the two 
administrators for criticizing 
preferential academic treat- 
ment of athletes and other stu- 
dents. 
Earlier, The Gwinnett Daily 
News quoted an unidentified 
government source as saying 
top state officials agreed with 
the verdict but were concerned 
about the size of the award. 
76 year overdue book returned 
Wife, sons hold man captive 
VERSAILLES, Ky. (AP) - An 
ironworker's wife and two teen- 
age children have been jailed on 
criminal charges after he told 
authorities they tied him to a 
basement bed for two months, 
poured cold water on him and 
turned on a fan in hopes he 
would catch pneumonia. 
James Kimberl, 47, said his 
family drugged him last Dec. 3 
and tied him to the bed. He said 
they fed him once a day, didn't 
bathe him for seven or eight 
weeks, occasionally prevented 
him from using a bedpan and 
kept him blindfolded most of the 
time. 
He said he escaped Feb. 7. 
Tuesday, Woodford District 
Judge J. Craig Bradley sent the 
case to a grand jury after the 
children, Kimberly, 19, and 
James Kimberl Jr., 18, testified 
at a preliminary hearing that 
they planned to leave their fa- 
ther tied to the bed. 
The mother, Shirley, 40, has 
been charged with kidnapping 
and attempted murder. 
CRAFTON, Pa. (AP) - J. Wes- 
ley Silk is keeping a book bor- 
rowed by his father more than 70 
years ago, but he sent a Crafton 
church a self-imposed fine of 
$100 to replace ft and to buy 
others. 
Silk, of Garden City, N.Y.. 
publisher and vice president of 
Better Homes and Gardens 
magazine, recently offered an 
apology and a check to Rev. Dr. 
John Kees, pastor of the Crafton 
United Methodist Church in this 
Pittsburgh suburb. 
Silk said yesterday that his 
father, J. Meryl Silk, had appar- 
ently borrowed the book from 
the church library about 1910, 
when the elder Silk was 12. 
The book, entitled "The Life of 
John Wesley" by C.T. Winches- 
ter, is about the founder of the 
Methodist Church. 
An inside page of the book 
warns, "Books are loaned for 
two weeks only." 
Robot now beatable in checkers 
Vandals ransack private club 
PITTSBURGH (AP) - Van- 
dals have stripped the former 
Loendi Club, one of the nation's 
oldest and most prestigious pri- 
vate clubs for blacks, of all its 
fixtures, including a 30-foot bar, 
according to a club officer. 
Continuing vandalism forced 
the club to close Dec. 9, accord- 
ing to Cathy Johnson, secretary 
treasurer of the club, which had 
been renamed the New Phoenix 
Club. The club had been boarded 
up with plywood, she said. 
"Over the two-year period... 
we were broken into and robbed 
14 times," she said Tuesday. 
"After we closed, we came 
back several weeks later and 
found everything in the club had 
been taken, even the 30-foot bar. 
You would think a person would 
take a few chairs, but the whole 
bar?" she said. 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Finally, 
somebody has invented a game- 
playing robot that is no smarter 
than its masters. 
Three student engineers at the 
General Electric-Evendale 
plant have designed a checker- 
Klaying robot that will lose to a 
uman opponent. 
"The perfect solution to each 
Jame is not programmed," said 
ohn Kinney, manager of techni- 
cal education programs at the 
Cit. "It's not perfect. It knows 
rules of the game, but not the 
best way to play." 
Kinney oversees University of 
Cincinnati graduate engineering 
students Jim Berg, Dave Bran- 
del and Ken Simon, who de- 
signed the robot. 
Berg said the robot can con- 
template only one move ahead, 
while "a human sees two or 
three moves and can set some- 
thing up." 
A video camera is trained on 
the checkerboard so that when a 
human hand enters the viewing 
area, the camera triggers it to 
make the next move. 
"The rumor around the de- 
partment is that they pro- 
grammed it to kick the board 
over any time it was losing," 
Kinney said. 
Ohioans leaving, company says 
CHICAGO (AP) - A domestic 
moving company says it moved 
more families out of Ohio than 
into the state in 1985, marking 
the 18th consecutive year that 
more people left than arrived. 
Allied Van Lines, which 
claims to be the world's largest 
mover of families, said 59.8 per- 
cent of the 11,776 Ohio reloca- 
tions it handled last year 
involved people who were mov- 
ing out of the state. Allied 
spokesman Brian Callaghan 
said the company has handled 
more moves out of Ohio than 
into the state each year since the 
late 1960s, when the company 
began the annual survey. 
Among the 18 states m which 
the company recorded more de- 
partures than arrivals, Ohio 
ranked eighth. North Dakota 
was first, with 68.9 dercent of 
those relocating moving out of 
the state. 
Alaska was tops among states 
recording more people moving 
in than moving out, with 68.8 
percent of its relocations new 
residents, the company said. 
I expires 2-24-8611 
Haircut 
Hours 
closed on Mondays 
T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30 
Fri. - 9:30 - 7:00 
Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00 
Reg. $10 
DOM 
not 
Include 
shampoo 
THE HAIR REPAIR 
"Where quality comes first" 
NEW LOCATION! 118 S. Enterprise 
2 houses south of Taco Bell 
Lois      Leah      Siule 352-2566 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
rditrd b>  Irudr Michel Jiff? 
ACROSS 
i Put a*ay 
b Ail purpose 
■eritcws 
10 MuH"« 'i*0"ie 
ii Owagmous 
15 Concur 
16 Irritate 
17 Concealed 
19 Bo'OOi" s 
Pr.nce 
20 -   Syipr*.fles 
21 Go«5 >n n«ste 
22 Mu'rrturaQ 
24 Soupco* 
25 foremost 
26f»r>C« 
29 Arctic noauv 
30 Sn#>h ga"T*e°' 
, 33 Pucxt m Pans 
34 WorxW'u'' 
35 BOM' 
36 w>aesp'eao 
37 Knuc"*S C- 
tacM 
3fl R'ver o' N Ik— 
39 Lilwa S rno 
40 Poet SyMa 
« 41 B'-oe 'c-K>*er-> 
42 B«« 
43 Ma*<"gs o' a 
dorm teast 
44 Lik« SO"* 
llyliSh 
SftouKM'S 
45 0«r> me tape 
47 fit" o' 'a'e 
46 Comrnand 
50 Ross Sea s>gni 
51 O'SpoM at 
Davos 
54 Thor S parent 
55 Oisraga'ded 
58 fast '"*>• 
59 La - Mai 
GardM 
Asnton 
batwt 
60 Magic 
incantatwn 
61 Odds other 
62 Cektb-atcy 
events 
63 N>gm fi.e's 
DOWN 
1 Cousm o* tazz 
2 Prong 
3 Ford % 
contemporary 
* Engiisn.'Weisn 
river 
5 EncesS've 
talking 
6 Ma'sn lesioem 
7 important times 
6 Pre-game 'any 
9 Convention 
features 
i0 Square 'igged 
vesse>s 
11 JuSt * ''Oni 
12 SuCCuient plant 
13 Cwdnoppe' 
18 Lc-eW' s "»e« 
23 mtu'>ated 
24 Money lactc-y 
25 impulse 
26* via 
27 Car-Oil 
character 
28 Fcesanen 
29 Campus orgs 
3i Misrepresent 
32 Cnange 
34 r.replace 
•eatu'e 
37 cape Canaveral 
Cuim.net»on 
38 Hyde'aDad 
language 
40 SOup mah<ngs 
41 latin American 
dance 
44 Hostess Mesta 
et a< 
46 Budget 
cons-derat-ons 
47 Park o' me 
oaiiet 
48 Tree Hun* 
49 Romance 
«r.1«r Dorothy 
50 Haoe'dasnery 
item 
51 Normern gull 
52 Canterpuiy s 
location 
53 Roman date 
56 Compete 
5' Sia'ry host 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
ERGOllSMlEllNOU 
T
.
H
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HO R  S  E.S.E.M S  EME Q O j 
vo.tlrt.NJJIGAT H E'H 
N A  S   C   E   N   TT I   h  A  Hi 
AC H E SMG I F T H 0 R S E 
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PHUIDELPMA STEAK & HOAGIE SHOP 
DOWNTOWN • BOWLING GREEN 
■M.T. J.C.O.l, D.l.r.O " TLnhiniiiiiin 
"i.».iBf.n."JH!.M.M. 
s.A.r.saap.fj.nli.M.L.L. 
2/20/M 
l«M l~ larpk. I MO/* 
0MICR0N DELTA KAPPA, 
NATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
HONOR SOCIETY, 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
MEMBERSHIP ARE 
AVAILABLE IN THE 
FOLLOWING LOCATIONS: 
U.A.O. Office 
110 Administration Bldg. 
Student Activities & 
Orientation Office 
Filipino newspaper 
executive killed 
GLENDALE, Calif. (AP) - 
An executive of the Phil- 
ippine News, a newspaper 
opposed to the regime of Fer- 
dinand Marcos, was shot to 
death at home yesterday af- 
ter receiving a threatening 
note, authorities said. 
Several shots were fired in 
Oscar Salvatierra's bedroom 
at his single-story Chevy 
Chase Canyon home, police 
Sgt. Randy Tampa said 
Salvatierra's elderly 
mother, who speaks no En- 
glish, was in the house about 
10 miles north of downtown 
Los Angeles and called police 
to report the crime after she 
heard gunshots, he said. 
"From what the mother 
was saying over the phone, 
she said shots plural," 
Tampa said. 
Police fanned out through 
the neighborhood, but no im- 
mediate witnesses were 
found, Tampa said. 
Chris Lopez, a spokeswo- 
man for Sen. Alan Cranston 
said the senator was notified 
by the San Francisco head- 
quarters of the Philippine 
News. 
Salvatierra, 38, a natural- 
ized American citizen with 
four children, had received a 
written warning Tuesday, 
said Ben Aniceto, Los An- 
geles editor for the Philippine 
News. Salvatierra was Los 
Angeles bureau manager of 
the newspaper. 
"PHILIPPINE NEWS is a 
disgrace to the Filipino com- 
munity in the UiT7' Aniceto 
quoted the note as saying. 
"Through your paper, your 
unwarranted accusations and 
lies have attacked your own 
countrymen. You should be 
ashamed to call yourselves 
Filipinos. So for your crimes, 
you are sentenced to death by 
execution." 
Cranston, a Democrat seek- 
ing a fourth term in the Sen- 
ate, said in a statement that 
he had asked FBI director 
William Webster to investi- 
gate "this atrocity." 
Cranston said he also asked 
Webster to protect Philippine 
News publisher Alex Escla- 
mado In San Francisco and 
the paper's sales representa- 
tive, Stan Aragon, and mem- 
bers of their families after 
they received similar threats. 
A letter to Aragon said: 
"You are going to be next," 
Lopez said. 
Director Webster assured 
me he will get right on this 
matter," Cranston said. 
"It would appear that we're 
going to have an investigative 
interest in this matter/' said 
an FBI spokesman. 
MARCOS WAS opposed by 
Corazon Aquino in a bitter 
Feb. 7 election marked by 
violence and widespread alle- 
!;ations of fraud. The Phil- 
ppines National Assembly, 
whose canvass is final, de- 
clared last Saturday that 
Marcos had won, but an inde- 
pendent poll-watchers' group 
said its count showed Mrs. 
Aquino the victor. 
"What Marcos has done to 
his country is criminal," 
Cranston said. "He must not 
be permitted to export his 
criminal activities to this 
country." 
j&&k--&-youtA&ut- 
ATTENTION 
Football Walk-On Players 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 
Tues., Feb. 25, 
2:30 p.m. 
Stadium Weight Room 
(East Side) 
^ 
commourmtcwiow-iiffACT... 
Enjoy 45 energizing minutes of 
bending, stretching and various 
exercise movements set to up- 
beat musk and blended to- 
gether to create a safe, fun and 
effective AEROBIC WORK- 
OUT! 
FB8-AHU13 
T«v»H«v6J(»30 
SUkwMmGya 
<8Thmk.MGn 
iMfaSUO 1*1 SUM 
Bnqltk.llo.oor 
htcknlMihlmio*) 
Underneath the FUN & MU- 
SIC the aerobic workout fo- 
cuses on: 
- Aerobic conditioning 
- Overall muscle tone 
-Weight control 
- Improved self-image 
-Flexibility and balance 
R omsusm MmurmnsMmxKwmmATmmiiswEKHrLoss?! 5 
x Howard's club H 
M 210 n. main   . 
5 %       V       Jb 4 CRUCIAL DBC 
S Tonight, Friday, Saturday 
£ tf  10:00 p.m. £ 
*5 * NO COVER * 
*l A Designated Driver Participant        ^| I 
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Falcons lose fifth straight 
Second-half rally helps NIG to a 67-65 win over BG 
by Tom Reed 
sports editor 
DEKALB, 111. - Minutes into 
last night's Bowling Green- 
Northern Illinois basketball 
game, fans threw rolls of toilet 
paper on the court. 
The crowd must have wanted 
the Huskies to wipe-up after lay- 
ing waste to the Falcons. 
Nil) appeared constipated 
before intermission. But so- 
meone must have slipped Ex- 
Lax into the Huskies' water bot- 
tles because they ran all over 
BG in the second half. 
NIU erased an 11-point first 
half deficit, took a seven-point 
lead and eventually clung to a 
hard-fought 67-65decision in 
Chick Evans Fieldhouse. 
The loss was BG's fifth 
straight and drops its record to 
7-17>10 in the MAC. 
The Huskies looked sluggish in 
the first half. However, after in- 
termission they got their transi- 
tion offense into nigh gear. 
"We were lethargic in the first 
half, too much standing 
around." NIU coach John 
McOougal said. 'But we started 
running in the second half." 
The Huskies needed just six 
minutes to make BG's big first 
half lead evaporate. 
"Our kids played an unbelievably fine 
game. This is as good as we played in a 
while." 
— John Weinert, BG coach 
Utilizing a three-guard of- 
fense, NIU turned a basketball 
game into a track meet in open- 
ing moments of the second half. 
Forward John Culbertson, 
who tallied 16 points, was the 
quickest out of the blocks. 
Culbertson hit four field goals 
in the first five minutes. His 
fourth basktet came on a fast- 
break layup to pull NIU within 
threeiMuits at 43-38. 
With the momentum swinging 
in NIU's direction, Kenny Battle 
then sent the crowd into a frenzy 
with a sensational alley-oop 
dunk to make it 43-40 at the 14:46 
mark. Battle finished with 11 
points. 
"Kenny has the ability to be a 
show-stopper anytime he wants 
to be,'' NIU guard Jerry 
Williams said. 
The Huskies tied the contest 
4545 at the 12:37 mark with a 
long baseline jumper from Ran- 
dy Norman, who logged 15 
markers. 
NIU took the lead for the first 
time when Daron White scored 
on a swooping dunk to give the 
Huskies a 49-47 at the 11:16 mark 
Northern quicky extended its 
lead to 5941 with a couple of 
basket by Battle. 
Though staggered by the 
Huskies rally, the Falcons lick- 
ed their Battle wounds and kept 
fitutes James Tyler, who 
nothced 15 points and Lamon 
Pippin, who added 12, each hit 
critical baskets to keep BG close 
down the stretch. 
Tyler connected on two 
straight jumpers to draw the 
Falcons within a point at 64-63 
with 1:51 remaining. 
After NIU milked the clock, 
the teams' traded basktets. 
Unfortunately, for BG, Joe 
Gregory's 11-foot jumper came 
with only four seconds 
remaining. 
NIU's White secured the vic- 
tory with a free throw to make it 
67-65. 
A desperation 30-foot shot by 
BG's Brian Miller missed. 
Despite the fifth straight set- 
back, BG coach John Weinert 
was pleased with his team's 
effort. 
"Our kids played an 
unbelievably fine game," 
Weinert said. "This is as goodas 
weplayed in a while." 
The Falcons performed excep- 
tionally well in the first half. 
BG hit 12 of their first 19 field 
goal attempts. 
Around the MAC: 
Center Richard Stanfel sank a 
free throw with no time remain- 
ing in the second overtime last 
night to give Ohio University an 
80-79 victory over Miami Uni- 
versity. 
Sophomore forward Dan Ma- 
ierle and junior guard Ervin 
Leavy each scored 25 points to 
power Central Michigan past 
Kent State 7<W8. 
Sophomore center Steve 
Dziatczak, who had played just 
17 minutes all season, came off 
the bench to score 16 points as 
Ball State (15-7, 8-7) beat WMU 
82-63. 
Jeff Haar and Bob Borcherdt 
scored 11 of Toledo's 13 consec- 
utive points Wednesday in a 
second-half streak that pro 
pelled the Rockets to an 89-75 
victory over Eastern Michigan. 
Arbitrator to decide Hershiser's value 
Women cagers 
upended by NIU 
DEKALB, 111. - For Bowl- 
ine Green women's basket- 
ball team, last night's game 
with Northern Illinois was 
supposed to be a laugher. 
But when contest ended, 
none of the Falcons were 
chuckling. 
In Chick Evans Fieldhouse, 
the Huskies staged one of the 
biggest Mid-American Con- 
ference upsets of the year as 
they downed BG 65-61. 
The Falcons entered the tilt 
with an 11-3 MAC record, 
while NIU registered a lowly 
4-10 mark. 
However, the Huskies 
posted one of their strongest 
outings of the campaign, 
besting BG in almost every 
catagory. 
"I think Northern's pride 
was on the line," BG coach 
Fran Voll said. "They looked 
bound and determined to end 
their season on a winning 
note." 
The Huskies led 32-29 at in- 
termission. They extended 
their advantage to 50-41 
before the Falcons rallied 
midway through the second 
half. 
But BG cut the NIU lead to 
58-57 on a pair of Jackie 
Motycka foul shots with 1:45 
remaining. 
The Huskies, however, 
stretched the margin to 61-57 
on a basket by LaTonya Dir- 
roh and a free throw from 
Denise Robinson. 
The Falcons squelched a 
final comeback by commit- 
ting several critical 
turnovers. 
"We got close, but couldn't 
seem to get over the hump," 
Voll said. 
Renee Page iced the game 
with 15 seconds left when she 
grabbed an offensive rebound 
and scored to make it 65-61. 
"We needed to get a couple 
key rebounds and didn't get 
them," Voll said. 
NIU outrebounded the 
Falcons 50-38. 
Motycka paced BG with a 
20-point effort. Stephanie Coe 
added 12 markers. 
Shelly Roberts led the win- 
ners with 19 points. 
Despite the loss, Voll is still 
optimistic about the Falcon 
fortunes as they prepare for 
the MAC tournament which 
begins March 8. 
''We'll need to come back 
and play well, " he said. "But 
I think we still have a good 
basketball team and I don't 
think this loss will affect us." 
BG returns to action Satur- 
day afternoon when it enter- 
tains Kent State. 
Orel Hershiser of the Los An- 
geles Dodgers, optimistic be- 
cause of the track record of 
other top pitchers, took his sal- 
ary dispute to arbitration yes- 
terday, leaving a single $1 
million case - that of Boston's | Wade Boggs - yet to be ad- 
I dressed. 
The 27-year-old Dodgers right- 
hander filed for a 1986 salary of 
$1 million. He made $212,000 in. 
his second full season of 1965, 
when he went 19-3 with a 2.03 
ERA, and the club offered a 
raise to 8600.000. 
Both Hershiser and his agent, 
'I Robert Fraley, thought prece- 
k< dents set by Hershiser's team- 
mate,   Fernando   Valenzuela, 
and two .other pitchers, Bret 
Saberhagen of Kansas City and 
Dwight Gooden of the New York 
Mets, would help their case. 
Valenzuela, 17-10 with a 2.45 
ERA, signed a $5.5 million, 
three-year contract last week- 
end. American League Cy 
Young winner Saberhagen, 204 
and 2.87, won a $925,000 salary 
from an arbitrator, and Gooden, 
the National League Cy Young 
winner at 24-4 with a 1.53 ERA, 
signed a one-year deal for $1.32 
million. 
"That certainly didn't hurt 
us," Fraley said. "You never 
know the basis of the ruling, and 
we have a whole different set of 
facts, but the cases are compa- 
rable. We feel good going in. 
Hershiser said he "was ex- 
cited" when he heard about the 
salaries of the other pitchers, 
and added: "I don't think the 
Dodgers would be mad if I won. I 
think deep down the Dodgers 
know I should be paid a million 
dollars. They just want the arbi- 
trator to make them give it." 
ARBITRATOR Howard Block 
of Santa Ana. Calif., is not ex- 
pected to rule on Hershiser's 
case until Thursday, one day 
before Boggs takes his demands 
to the arbitration table. Boggs, 
who won a $1 million salary in 
arbitration last year, is asking 
for a record $1.85 million this 
time. The Reds Sox have offered 
$1.35 million and may continue 
to negotiate with their third 
baseman through the hearing 
date. 
Eight players originally filed 
arbitration demands for salaries 
of $1 million or more. Of that 
number, five - Valenzuela, 
Gooden, Don Mattingly of the 
New York Yankees, Tun Raines 
of the Montreal Expos and John 
Tudor of the St. Louis Cardinals 
- came to terms before going to 
hearing. All of those contracts 
were for $1 million-per-year or 
more. 
One other player, catcher 
Rich Gedman of the Boston Red 
Sox, took his case to the arbitra- 
tor and lost. He had asked for $1 
million but was awarded what 
the Red Sox offered, $650,000. 
Falcon Club lunch set; 
coaches guest speakers 
The Bowling Green Falcon 
Club will be sponsoring a noon 
'Hockey/Basketball' luncheon, 
tomorrow at the Ice Arena 
Lounge. 
Val Belmonte, head coach of 
the Illinois-Chicago Flames, the 
BG icers'opponent this week- 
end, will be the guest speaker. 
Falcon head hockey and bas- 
ketball coaches Jerry York, 
Fran Voll, and John Weinert will 
be featured speakers. 
While the hockey team has 
clinched home ice for the Cen- 
tral Collegiate Hockey Associa- 
tion playoffs, the women cagers 
have claimed a berth in the Mid- 
American Conference women's 
basketball tournament. The 
men cagers are still struggling 
for a spot in the MAC men's 
tourney. 
For reservations for the lun- 
cheon call the Athletic Depart- 
ment at 372-2401. 
UUSl 
is almost here!!! 
Don't miss your chance 
to go to Daytona Beach ($215) 
or 
South Padre Island, Texas ($249) 
Mnln! 
* Full payment &D06. 
must accompany sign-up. 
* Sign up through Feb. 24 
* Payments due by Feb. 24 
TODAY in the UAO 
Office, 3rd floor Union. 
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Flichel anchors blue line corps 
by Tom Skemlvitz 
sports reporter 
Todd Flichel 
BG News/Joe Phelan 
[sssssssssssssssss Take a day off from smoking 
To many, Yogi Berra's adage, 
"it ain't over, till it's over,'1 
sounds rather redundant. 
But to Todd Flichel and his 
teammates on Bowling Green's 
hockey team, the saying echoes 
in their minds over and over 
and... 
Flichel, one of three squad 
captains, has the job of leading 
the Falcons' defense, a unit 
hampered by recent collapses 
late In games. BG has fallen 
from its perch atop the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association 
after losing seven of its last 
eight games, six of which BG led 
at one point. 
The Falcons' scorching of- 
fense, which averaged over five 
goals a game in the first half of 
the season, has simmered to a 
slow boil in the second half. BG's 
defense hasn't responded well to 
the added pressure, allowing 31 
third-period goals in the last 12 
games. 
According to Flichel, the prob- 
lem steins from the Falcons' 
passive style of play in the final 
period, and, in order to awaken 
from their deep sleep, he said 
somebody has to take control. 
"My part as a captain is to 
lead the team by example," 
Flichel said. "We have not been 
working a full sixty minutes 
and, for me to help out, I have to 
play the best sixty minutes I 
can. Hopefully, it will become 
contagious from one guy to the 
other?' 
B.G.S.U. Theatre Presents... 
DIARY OF A 
SGOUNDREL 
BY ALEXANDER OSTROVSKY 
FEBRUARY 20-22, 
FEBRUARY 27- MARGH1 
8:00 p.m. 
Main Auditorium 
Tickets Oniy $2.00 For Students 
For Reservations Call 372-2222 
JACK IS BACK! 
Pool Wizard, Jack White returns for a 
week ot tournaments, clinics, and 
exhibitions from Feb. 24-28 in the 
Buckeye Room of the Union 
TUESDAY: 
MONDAY: 10 a.m. 8 1 p.m. 
10 o.m.  g  1  p.m. Immediately following 
the last class there will be a drawing lo' 
starting positions lor the tournament 
which will begin & continue the remain- 
der oi Tuesday. 
WEDNESDAY:    Tournament all day 
THURSDAY:      9 a m.    Won s finals 
Noon      Women s linals 
imgle elimination 
FRIDAY: !1   am    is Jacks match with the men s 
champion   Finally  a trick shot exhibition 
See you there! 
NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT 
Need Spring Break Cash? 
Rent an apartment at 507 E. Merry between 
now and March  15th and each apartment will 
receive $RQ to take on Spring Break. 
507 E. MERRY 
* 2 Bedroom Furnished 
* Free Water & Sewer 
* 9 Month Leases 
* Student Consumer Union Leases 
* Washers & Dryers on Premises 
328 S. Main 352-5620 
ALTHOUGH THE Falcons 
still possess a successful 23-13 
overall record, Flichel said op- 
posing teams will continue to 
capitalize unless BG intensifies 
its style of play. 
"When we play well we are, by 
far, one of the best teams in the 
country, but these lapses we get 
into give the other team a 
chance to catch up," Flichel 
said. "Right now we realize we 
have to work hard. We've seen 
what forty minutes are going to 
give us." 
Forty minutes have given the 
Falcons several leads and ties 
entering the third period. But 
after 60 minutes of action in the 
same games, BG has found 
themselves on the wrong side of 
7-4 and 6-4 defeats to Michigan 
State, an 8-5 loss to St. Lawrence 
and last week's 7-6 upset to 
Miami. 
Despite being 19-5 and ranked 
number one in the nation early 
in January, Flichel said he 
doesn't think the Falcons' thor- 
oughbred pace early in the sea- 
son may have broke them in the 
homestretch. 
"A team can never peak too 
early. It just doesn't make 
sense," Flichel said. "Right 
now, the drive and the desire just isn't there. Everyone else is 
getting better, so we have to 
also." 
GETTING BETTER is exac- 
tly what Flichel has accom- 
plished in his three years as a 
defenseman for the Falcons. 
The 6-3 junior can offset some of 
the current misery brought on 
by BG's losing ways with satis- 
faction due to personal achieve- 
ment. 
Coming off the bench as a 
freshman, Flichel notched one 
goal, three assists and four 
points for BG's NCAA 
championship team in 1964. With 
two games against Illinois-Chi- 
cago and the upcoming CCHA 
playoffs remaining, Flichel's 
current totals of 2-7-9 compare 
to last year's 5-7-12 output. 
'Tm happy with the way I've 
been contributing," Flichel said. 
"I didn't play too much my 
freshman year and last year I 
didn't play all that well. I feel 
nobody ever reaches their best, 
but I am happy with the way I'm 
playing." 
Flichel's achievements have 
not gone unnoticed. The Na- 
tional Hockey League's Winni- 
peg Jets recognized Flichel's 
talents and drafted the Osgoode, 
Out., native in the ninth round of 
the 1983 draft. 
Despite the possibility of real- 
izing the dream of anyone who 
ever put the skates on, the CCHA 
all-academic nominee's sights 
are set on more than just the 
game of hockey. 
"I'd like to give it (the NHL) a 
shot," Flichelsaid. "But I don't 
like to put all my eggs in one 
basket, though. If I don't make it 
there, I'll have my degree in 
business for the future." 
For the Falcons' sake, the 
future had better be sunny-aide 
up after laying an egg for so 
long. 
^fm^c^Aea^ 
IlIIITTTIIIMlIIrv 
Store!       ^5** 
H1XIIIIIIIIIIITI 
VIDEO SPECTRUM COUPON 
Good for 1 free movie rental with VCR 
rental and 1 movie rental. 
99* MOVIE RENTALS EXCLUDED. 
Not valid with any other coupon offer. 
OVER 3700 MOVIES   R^°ul?,mbersh'p jired for Rental 
Coming toon 
Volunteers 
Starring John Candy 
T11IIIIIIIIII 
li Run By 
j, Washington, 8.G. 
IIII 
■Da 
Cash & Carry 
Specials 
Feb. 19-22 
Daisies 
Mixed 
Bouquets 
$2. 
10 pk. 
$3. 
pkg. 
Long Stem 
Red Roses 
doz. 
$15. 
Place F.T.D. Out of Town 
Valentine Orders Now!! 
**       434 E. W0OSTER      >£ 
^T IN THE DAIRY QUEEN BLDG. \T> 
A 
M H M H W II 
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Lisa Shulman 
BG News/Joe Phelan 
♦KT « $KT * frKT * $KT « ^KT * ftKT » $KT * $KT • *KT • 
S 
PHI KAPPA TACI 
Welcomes Their Spring Pledge Class 
Rob Albano 
Tim Beliakoff 
Mark Cygon 
Rick Elrick 
Sean Ivory 
Scott Krok 
Jeff Kurtz 
Scott Lakus 
Russ Woloch 
Rob Romanotto 
Chris Schommer 
Jeff Skinner 
David Slater 
David Walsh 
Mike Fortener 
Taking the Campus 
By 
STORM      IT 
♦KT * »KT » *KT » *KT « *KT « *KT » ♦KT • *KT • »KT » 
&$mb 
THURSDAY- 
College I.D. Night 
Best Chest Contest - $100 in cash 
Free Admission with college ID 
FRIDAY- 
WIOT Winter Tan Line Contest 
Prizes to best tan line 
SATURDAY- 
Past Prime Pizza Party 
Open till 4 a.m. 
Midnight Madness at 12:00 
Wear your PJ.'s 
Shulman rebounds to lead gymnasts 
by Jeff McSherry 
sports reporter 
After Lisa Shulman struggled 
through her freshman year of 
gymnastics at Bowling Green, 
most didn't expect too much 
from her for the 1985-86 season. 
This year, however, Shulman 
has surprised everyone in be- 
coming BG's top all-around 
gymnast - even her coaches. 
"Lisa really pulled through a 
rough freshman year when she 
ha<f a dislocated elbow," assis- 
tant coach Julie Bender-Cleary 
said. "She's really outdone our 
(coaches') expectations." 
Last week against Ball State, 
Shulman scored an amazing 35.9 
in the all-around, leaving her just shy of a 36. Last year, only 
teammate Tiffany Kosmerl tal- 
lied a 36. 
Shulman was not an overnight 
success. She achieved this pros- 
perity through a common for- 
mula for success - hard work. 
"SHE'S PROBABLY the 
hardest worker we have in the 
gym,"   Bender-Cleary   said. 
Lisa is a good example for the 
team because she proves how 
hard work pays off. 
The sophomore from Colum- 
bus is no stranger to hard work. 
"Gymnastics is still 
important to me, but I don't 
feel all of the pressure on 
myself. I want to do good for 
the team and I feel like I've let 
everyone down if I don't do 
well." 
— Lisa Shulman 
Shulman, who has been involved 
in gymnastics for eight years, is 
accustomed to daily three-hour 
practices. 
There was a time, however, 
when she had grown weary of 
gymnastics. After an outstand- 
ing junior year for Universal 
Gymnasts, a club team, in high 
school, Shulman was being re- 
cruited by such schools as 
Georgia and Ohio State. She 
decided, however, not to com- 
pete her senior year. 
"There was a lot of pressure 
on me that year," the finance 
major said. "I was worried 
about getting a scholarship and I 
really hated to think about it, so 
I decided to take some time off. 
"I realized later that I'd made 
a mistake and decided to come 
to Bowling Green." 
While many of her friends 
went to larger schools, Shulman 
is more than content with BG. 
CAMPUS FILMS 
Tonight's film "The Magnificent Seven" 
15 being shown in 121 West Holl / 8 p.m.  
Next 
Thursday: Planet of the Apti 
8 p.m. — 
Gish Theater 
BGSU THEATRE DEPARTMENT IN CONJUNCTION 
THE DEPARTMENT OF GERMAN, RUSSIAN & 
EAST ASIAN LANGUAGES 
PRESENTS 
A production by HEINZ—UWE HAUS, internationally 
acclaimed theatre director and well-known Brecht interpreter 
from Berlin/German Democratic Republic. 
This is a contribution to the 30th anoiversary of Bertoll 
Brwht's death, who has been a vital part of the American 
theatre scene due to his exile in Hollywood during the years 
1940-47. The play is a brilliant ganster spectacle, which 
parallels the rise and fall of Adolf Hilter to behavioral and 
social patterns of the mafia-type subculture in a satirical 
manner lending all possibilities for theatrical fireworks: 
THE RISE AND FALL OF ARTURO Ul 
Open auditions continued on Thursday, Feb. 19 at 7 p.m., 
410 University Hall. All talents and enthusiasts welcome! 
Mr. Haus has been a most competent and successful 
director, whose activities took him all over Western Eruope 
during the past years and for directing, teaching and lecturing 
engagements throughout the United States. He has produced 
shows for theatre departments like Villanvova and NYU and 
his teaching and lecturing tours took him to such prestigious 
institutions as Harvard, MIT, Wellesley College, the Univer- 
sity of Pennsylvania, The Folger Library in Washington 
D.C., The University of Wisconsin at Madison, the Univer- 
sity of Kansas, Ohio State University, and many others. Mr. 
Haus is also directing the German langauage version of the 
play and is teaching a course on Brecht and the contemporary 
theatre in the GDR for the Department of German, Russian & 
East Asian Languages. 
Sunday Night 
Relief Pitcher Party 
Doors Open At 7:00 
19 & over Sunday Oniy 
Dance to the best music from the 
50's to the creme of the 80's 
Henry J's Is located on the 
corner off Byrne & Glendale in 
the Glenbyrne Shopping Center 
Come Thirsty 
She said BG is perfect for her 
because gymnastics at a larger 
school would mean five hours of 
practice daily along with gruel- 
ing summer workouts. 
The Falcons are especially 
glad Shulman chose BG. With an 
in jury-plagued squad, Shulman 
provides a big boost in the scor- 
ing column. Her seasonal highs 
include a 9.3 on the floor, an 9.05 
on the vault, and an 8.95 on the 
balance beam. 
"I can't describe her impor- 
tance to the team," Bender- 
Cleary said. "She's an ideal 
competitor, from a coach's 
standpoint, because she's ag- 
gressive, intense and she con- 
centrates so much." 
SHULMAN, however, does not 
perceive herself as being the 
tierce competitor she once was. 
"Gymnastics is still important 
to me, but I don't feel all of the 
pressure on myself," she said. 
"I want to do good for the team 
and I feel like I've let everyone 
down if I don't do well" 
According to Shulman. when 
she was a member of Universal 
Gymnasts, she was "scared to 
do tricks" in her routines. 
"My coach would make me do 
certain tricks every day in prac- 
tice or I couldn't go home," 
Shulman said. "Now, at BG, I 
can choose the tricks I do in my 
routines." 
So far, Shulman's tricks have 
propelled her to the top of BG's 
squad. These tricks, however, 
are no illusion. The fact is, she 
could get even better. 
"Lisa has learned a lot of new 
skills this year that she's not 
capable of usingyet," Bender- 
Cleary said. 'The next two 
years she'll be able to be use 
these skills. 
"Who knows? She could be 
BG's top all-arounder of all 
time." 
Not a bad compliment, com- 
ing from a former two-time 
MAC all-around champion. But 
after witnessing the hard work 
and vast improvement Shulman 
has made, those comments may just be a prophecy of things to 
come. 
CHECKOUT 
OUR MANY 
NEW 
RELEASES 
••••• 
Barney's 
Video 
Every 10th Movie Free! 
We Carry 
Both Beta 
and VHS 
Tapes 
Now available: 
LSffiji Ai-wirr 
ftftfieo** >0*< 
With  r.ntol ot 
TWO MOVIES* 'O*5 
We have 9 NEW VCR MACHINES 
RENTAL RATES 
Some Day 99* 
(Mull b» in b*to«e S p m ' 
Overnight M.99 
Video Recorders . . *5.99 
•"SPECIALS*** 
Sun   overnight 99' 
Tues overnight . 2 for \ 
Thurs to Mon . $3.49 
Sot. to Mon $2.98 
Membership Required—$10 for one year 
1 093 N   Main Si . BG       3541401 
Mon Sat. 10-9      Sun. 11-6 
1
 Next to Barney's Convenient Mart 
Beer and Wine at state Minimum Prices 
I I I I I TlOoen 6:30 a.m.-t a.m. every dayj ! T T T T T 
AMI • AAI7 • AMI • AMI « AMI » AMI » AAI1 • AMI • AMI • 
ALPHA DELTA PI 
proudly announces their 
newly-elected 1986 officers: 
President 
Executive Vice President 
Treasurer 
VP of Pledge Education 
Rush Chairman 
House Chairman 
Steward 
Social Chairman 
Philanthropy Chairman 
Executive at Large 
Junior Panhel Rep. 
Senior Panhel Rep. 
Scholarship Chairman 
Assistant Rush 
Assistant Pledge Ed. 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Guard 
Chaplain 
ij     Activities Chairman 
m 
Eli Can- 
Lynn Shanks 
Debby Copen 
Lisa Titterington 
Julie Rayburn 
Nancy Snitch 
Cathy Hoelzer 
Mary Jo FroJIo 
Anne Ahlgren 
Joan Freedman 
Tina Kneisley 
Heidi Schuessler 
Lynn Gilsdorf 
Nancy Snitch 
Lynn Mordarski 
Sheryl Birkmire 
Teresa Natale 
Ann Hauer 
Judy Johnson 
Cathy Ryan 
and their new Spring 
pledge class: 
Ginger Bachman 
Michelle Bartz 
Chrissy Durisko 
Carol Romanoski 
Corrie Rombouts 
Rhonda Stjerhoff 
Dawn Tatko 
Cindy Westendorf 
DebWilleman 
Congratulations 1985 officers 
on a SUPER year!! 
AMI » AMI » AMI » AMI » AMI * AMI » AMI « AMI » AMI • 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
ATTENTION JUNIORS AND SENIORS 
Loo* «i your on camrjua maeboK 10 see how you 
cm got ■ Morathon Croon Card «Wi no annual 
M 
Arrenhon Al Education Majors1 
Get (a scoop on ma National Teachers Ex 
imlnallon |N T.I) Quoal speaker Or Pat Rood 
wl discuss «<• N T E on Thursday. Fab 20. 
1986 al 7 30 p m «l 11S Educ Be there' 
Sponsored by EESAB 
Franch Fan (Engieri SubMasI 
Coup da Torchon (dean Slain) 
Friday. 130 pm. Oath Thaatre. Froa 
Uka M win a semastar'a rumor' Buy an MSA 
Tunion Raffia ticket' ONLY $1 par ticket ol 6 
tor $5 
SPRINOSTEEN. HOOTERS, WHAM, 
TH. TUESDAY... 
HEAR   THEMI   EXPERIENCE   THEM- 
TONKtHTI 
RECYCLE THIS SATURDAY 
CaSh for Can J 
now paying 22 cants par <b 
BG Racydng Center 
525 E  Poe Rd (across from 
College Park) 
Open 9am to 2pm 
352-5446 
SENIORS 
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY, 1986 
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES YOUR CAP 
AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE PLACED BY 
APRIL 1. 1986 PLEASE PLACE YOUR 
ORDER AT THE ART COUNTER IN THE 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY 
PHONING 372-2851 
The Peace Movement and Leabian and Gay 
•sues n Nicaragua w4 be the locus of a lecture 
and aade show on Thursday. Fab 20 Roz Out- 
ton w* speak about her rec it tnp to Nicaragua 
at 8 00 p m m the Capitol Rm ol the Union 
Free and open to al Sponaorad by Women for 
Woman. Lesbian and Gay ASance. Social 
Justice Committee and Peace Coaation 
LOST It FOUND 
Found key on saver thread In University Hal 
CM 3726173 10 dam 
FOUND Behind Cemetery on FMge. 3 keys on 
quarter aba saver key ring CM 354-7618 
LOST Gray BQSU backpack w-Engash books > 
notebooks Vary valuable to owner-REWARD! 
Cat 372-2603, no qusebone asked or return to 
214 Waal Hal. 
LOST WOOL WINTER COAT FRIDAY NIGHT 
AT DOWNTOWN BAR   f FOUND. PLEASE 
CALL 
3524956 
RIDES 
Coajmbue bound tomorrow? Take me-i 
Cash   on   delivery- ol   courset   Call 
Carome 3721023-today 
HELLO! TAKE ME WITH YOU TO PITT- 
SBURGH THIS WEEKEND tSS CALL 
353-8003 
NEED 1 OR 2 PEOPLE TO SHARE DRIVING 
AND EXPENSES TO WEST COAST OF 
FLORIDA (TAMPA. ST PETE. FT MYERS, 
ETC I FOR SPRING BREAK GET IN TOUCH 
WITH BECKY 372-5861 OR PATTY 
354-7618. OCMB 0711 
Ride needed to Athena. Ohio Friday the 21st 
Wl pay generously tor gaa! Please can Mark at 
352-1756 
RMe Needed To-From PaineavBe Fab 21 
Cat Jefl 352-1756 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Al your typing needs- 
promt a proleeeionel 
Cera 352-4017 
CongreajesOons Dave Cohen and Jaml Andrews 
on your Thais Cru -Alpha XI Delta lavaaenng 
Beet o( luck 
The Brothers of Ihets Chi 
Bratheue 
Check out the new 
Thursday Happy Hour epm--9pm 
352-8707 
ATTN.   SENIOR   CHALLENGE   TEAM 
CAPTAfaS- 
nemembar   lo turn In your town  member's 
names lo Alumni Center by Tues . Feb. 26 
CorigretuaBone to Die Phi Mus of the MUa 
BGSU Executtve Board and Staff 
JMkwi GaU.Executlve Director 
Brlgne Russelo   Finance Director 
Kim KuNmen    T.eeaurer 
Audrey Hackatnan.   Co-SocW Chairman 
Wendy Kueke. Judges Chairman 
Sherry Stem   Ad Sales Chairman 
Al ol your hard work pud off aa Ihe 1988 Man 
BGSU Pageant proved lo ba a 
smashing success 
DENNY. 
THANK YOU FOR THE BEST VALENTINES 
DAY EVER I THWK IT WAS THE COMPANY 
THAT MADE IT SO NrCEl 
LOVE, TRrCIA 
P.8. YOU FINALLY GOT YOUR OWN 
PERSONAL! 
How often we wish tor another chance 
To make a Iroeh beginning 
A chance to blot out our mistakes 
And change Mure Into winning- ■
And il does not take a new year 
To meke a brand new start. 
It orvy takes the deep desire to try 
withal our heart 
To antraye be forgiving 
And to add a Ma ' sunelane " 
To Ihe world In which we re Irving 
So never give up In despair and frank 
that you are through 
For there's always a tomorrow 
And a chance to atari a new. 
Love). A Sr Chi Omega 
The SPRING SEMESTER EDITION ol the 
STUDENT   ORGANIZATIONS   DIRECTORY 
harig 
over 160 registered organizations is 
avaascle now In 405 Student Services 
Abortion 
Free Pregnancy Teat 
Morning Alter Treatment 
Center tor Choice 
151 N Michigan 
Toledo. Oho 
(419)256-7769 
ROCK WITH UAO TONIGHT 
GRAND BALLROOM 7-11 
VIDEO DANCE PARTY 
Have your specks" event video taped: Dete per- 
ties, lormata. weddings, etc Can 353-1809 or 
352-8429. 
PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregnancy 
teat Objective kilo. Cat now 364-HOPE 
(4673) Hra. M. Th 12 noon 8pm T.W 10 
am-2pm; Sat. 12 noon-2pm. 
LOSE WEIGHT with world's No. 1 Herbal 
Nutrition Program. $-7 toe. first weak. Money 
beck guarantee. Cell 363-0807. 
WSA members 
KEY  photograph  TODAY.  3 30  p.m.,   411 
South Hat-Don't miss *• 
ARE YOU TRUSTING GOO? COME FIND OUT 
HOW TONIGHT AT THURSDAY NIGHT 
LIVE." 7:90 PM ALUMNI ROOM-UNION 
SPONSORED BY CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR 
CHRIST. 
*"Low Computer Prices'•• 
IBM Computers, punters 
Momtora. Cables 
Oaka. and much more ALL NEWII 
Cel Jeanne 3547968 or 354-8020 
lndoor-2 bal soccer offtciala needed: Pick up 
referral in Student Employment 
one*. 
J.T.'e Piiza 
10" Cheese PUza-Oray 11 76 
Phone 352-5475 
JTI Pizza 
16" Cheeee Pizza-Only $3.75 
Phone 362-6476 
J.T's Pizza 
French Bread Pizza-Only $175 
Phone 362-6475 
J.T. a Pizza 
14" Cheeee Pizza-Onf, $2.75 
Phone 362-6476 
Lonely. Need a date? 
CH Oalellme 
1 •800-972-7676 
DON'T MISS THE 1988 ANNUAL LEADER- 
SHIP CONFERENCE...A- VOYAGE INTO 
EXCELLENCE 
PERSONALS 
IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO REGISTER FOR THE 
18»« ANNUAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE. 
BEUEVERCISE 
is s complete aerobic fitness program 
set to contemporary Christian music 
Bring a friend and both gel 20% oft 
a 4-week session' Join us at: 
St Thomas More Gym. 425 Thurattn 
7 30 Tuesday-Thursday evening 
Detn Butzen. 352-6875 
Anyone witnessing an incident at Taco Bel on 
the 14th of December around 1 30 am pisses 
cal 372-4446 
Attention al Education Motors! 
Gat the scoop on the National Teacher* Ex 
•nUnation IN T E ) Guest speaker Dr Pal Reed 
wl discuss the N T E. on Thursday, Feb. 20, 
1986 st 7 30 p m <i 1 1 5 Education Be there1 
Sponsored by EESAB 
LSAT-MCAT-GMAT-GRE 
NTE-CPA REVrEW-NCLEX-RN 
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
NO  1 M TEST PREPARATION 
(419) 638-3701 TOLEDO 
ONENTATION LEADERS- 
REMEMBER TO SIGN UP FOR YOUR TRAIN 
WG NfTEl SIGN-UP IN 406 STUDENT SER- 
VICES TODAYI THE ULTaVlATE  VACATION 
DRAWS NEAR! 
REMEMBER   A   FANTASTIC   FOOTBALL 
SEASON 
13 oz. MUGS $5 00 
University Hal. Feb  17-21 
SCHOOLS A BEACH 
Don't you want to gat out of windy B.G.? Go to 
McDonalds and ask lor your free cheeeeburger 
wrapper and win s trip to Deytona Beach from 
AM680WFAL Cal 2 2195 for debate on how 
to wail 
The BG News" .Classified Information. Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m. 
(The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60* per line, $1.80 minimum. 
50' extra per ad tor bold type. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line 
PREPAYMENT is required lor all non-university related business and individuals. 
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible tor error due to illegibility or Incomplete Inforniatton. Please 
come to 214 West Hal immediately if there is an error in your ad The BG News will not be 
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions. 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address  
Social Security # or Account #  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish It to appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)  
.Phone#. 
Clsislflcitlon In which you wish your ad to appear: 
       Campus li City Events* _ 
       Lost * Found _ 
       Rides _ 
       Servtces Offered _ 
       Personals 
•CampuaJCify Event ads are published free of charge tor one day for a non-profit event or meeting onfy. 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Solo 
For Rent 
Dates of Insertion . Mas to: (On or Off-Campus MaH) 
The BG News 
214 West Hal BQSU 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to The BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
Total number of dsys to sppesr. 
SENIOfl CHALLENGE IS COMING! 
SENIOR CHALLENGE IS COMING! 
SENIOfl CHALLENGE IS COMtNGI 
Spend a aamaaasr m England okja earn 18 
nous BQSU credit' For more info    Wed nights 
at 7:30 al 411 South Hel or 
cat BsSl 1 2-4887 or Koffy at 2-9462 
SPRING BREAK on the beech at South Padre 
Wand, Deytona Beach. Fort LaudardHa, Fort 
WaSon Beach or Mustang Island-Port Aranees 
from only $80. and eking at Steamboat or Vat 
from one/ $86' Deluxe lodging, pertlea. goodie 
Dags. more... Hurry, cal TJieichaBO Tours tor 
more srtormason and teear.aaone to! free 
1 800-321 5011 TODAYI Whan your Spring 
Break counts   count on Sunchese 
SPflSOrSw" 
20% Oil New Spring Merchendleo 
ET CETERA-113 Rakoed St 
Open ■ 8 Monday   Friday 
Sundance Announoea 
February Speciel 
9 layer dp $3 05 1 Fuzzy Navel 
The brothers of Pru Gemma OMe oongraMate 
Rues Fa* on He arvslenho to Christy Davis 
The Brothers ol Pf» Kappa Tau wah Via beet of 
•x* lo the Dee Gees and men Anchor Spleen 
true Sunday-Phi Tau'e - Alpha XTa - Beta • - 
The Team to Beat, The Combo mat era stand 
the Teat Irani East to West   Taking the campus 
by Morm. 
Tan Myers la 'krvaeered "? 
UNtVERSm-AMBASSADORS 
A select group cJ studenle who serve aa stu- 
dent srotisjsnluia at preeldermel reoapSons, 
conduct tours lor alumni and are a Pubsc Rale 
Hone group tor BGSU' Pick up an sppecaoon ki 
4t0 Student Senrloea or st the Meat! Alumni 
Center Wednesday. February 19-Wednesday 
March 6 
Voteybat Officials needed. Pick up 
Student Employment Office. 
referral al 
ANCHOR SPLASH SASH 
PRE-PARTY 
Fab. 22, 8-1, Commons 
ANCHOR SPLASH! 
■ETHEREI 
TOhSQHT 
7-SPM 
Our Ismous plsettc cop special 
Latest Dance videoa 
MAM ST. 
352-3703 
CONOR ATULATIONS    TO    DOUG 
DUNDERMAN 
TTas aaH week Doug succeeifuty completed 
puberty. Anyone wishing to congratulate ram 
can cal $724071 or vielt 
Dinner In London?? An evening In Paris?? 
For more Wivi 411 South Hall, Wed. nights at 
7:10 or can KeSy al 2-4452 or Beth at 2-4517 
DONT BBSS THE 1SSS ANNUAL LEAOEN- 
SWP CONFERENCES VOYAOE INTO 
EXCELLENCE 
ITS NOT TOO LATE TO REGISTER FOR THE 
ISM ANNUAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
To my I 
Before I hit the dusty trad. 
I went to check my daffy maff, 
And ki thai routine waste of pals. 
There's eometfyng red, a vatonpho. 
Thai card of cards I would not trade. 
Have to ant you. my day It made 
Fro Man 
Ta our DATES (Rack, Ted, and Tim), 
WERE YOU IMPRESSED??? 
(we were) 
Lose, 
Vour PHI MU women. 
(Heidi. Kemenn, and Suean) 
TO THE FtS MU ROOsSCI, 
We hope you are as psyched aa we are tor 
eventful evening at Melon's1 We're 
looking forward to n Your dates. 
TtaTTA CIS, Pate, THETA CHI 
MM 
Faculty ExceOonco Award 
Nomination torma are SaslaitJ unal March 14 In 
405 Student Services. 
Symphonic Bend Concert 
Friday 2-21. 8 pm Kobaokor 
Heart 
Healthy 
Recipe 
POOR MAN'S CAVIAR 
1 large eggplant 
2 tablespoons olive oil 
1    small onion, finely chopped 
1    dove garlic, minced 
'/«   cup raw green pepper, finely 
chopped 
1'/! tablespoons lemon juice 
coarsely ground pepper 
Slice eggplant in half and rub with 
1 tablespoon of the oil. Place halves 
cut side down on baking pan. 
Broil on middle rack of oven tor 
20 to 25 minutes, or until eggplant 
is quite soft. Cool slightly. Scoop out] 
pulp and mash well with forte 
Saute onion and garlic in remain- 
no, oil until brown. Stir into eggplant 
pulp with remaining ingredients. 
Dhill for 2 or 3 hours. Sprinkle with 
chopped parsley and servo wtth 
xead rounds or toast. 
Yield: about 2vs cups 
Approx. cal/serv.: v» cup ■ 75 
1 Tablespoon = 10 
Heert Healthy Reeves are from He Third 
Edison of Hie American Heart Association 
^okbook Copyright C 1873. 1876, 1878 by 
i, mo. 
CASa» OAV-aYdlWn NO FASJ 
MARCH 4, 1088 
URAND BALlAOOmMQN 
Dees Gammas r.-igreaaaki Susan Burrows for 
wtmhg tvet-runner up In Mies 
BOBUt 
ConorehJeeorie lo Mrcheie Nemea on her DG 
Del arreSsrlng to Mfce MoOreeveyl 
Love, your DO sisters 
COteaaUTULATMNS ANDY STOCKOALEI F> 
J   QRADUATE    BROTHER    NAMED   DELTA 
ZeTTAatANOF 
THfYIAA 
Check out me new 
Thursday Happy Hour Spm-Opm 
382-8707 
WANTED 
1  lemsss roommess needed Immerjetery to 
lutlissi apt tor Sas spring and summer Cat 
354-7803 tor more information 
2 female roommeies needed for 88-87 school 
year. Also avaffabie for summer Prefer non- 
amokJng Carol p, HeM 362-6883  
Female housemate needed to shore 2 barm, 
house Cal (or more Into. Pat 364-2388, alter 
6 p.m. weekdeya. 
Female needed to siltfeass apt For more Infor- 
mation cal Karhryn 363-2018 
Female roommate (a) needed for summer end- 
or 88-87 Big apt close to campus Cal soon 
363-7704. 
MerM«ng--Wood County area Above average 
person needed to loan progressive company 
Compeny training lor those who quelty Parlor 
IJ bme 362-7092 
Needed: 1-2 llRaHl norvemoklng roommates 
tor taa  ssmselar  'IS only. Can $72-8141 
(Ntokyl or 172-4M5 tor Amy for more details. 
»|Hlteinlll at 5th t Ekn. speckvus, wHMn 
walking OTetence. 
NEW ENGLAND SROTHER-STSTER CAMPS 
Meh-Kee-Nac tor Boys Danbee tor Gala 
Couneekx Poamona tor Program Ipsrkwsts Al 
Team Sports, eepeoely Besecel. BeskstOal. 
Soccer, plus Archery. Rrrlery. and Bating. 26 
Tenras openlrifJS. Also. Performng Arts, Gym 
neaOca, Rocketry. Ropes Course Al Water- 
front ActhWoo -incajdhig Swimming. Skiing. 
Smaff Crarl: prja Overnight Camping, Com 
outers. Woodcraft and more. Inquire J 8 D 
Camping. ISO Linden Avenue. Glen Ridge. NJ 
07028 Phone (201) 428-8622 
ONE FEMALE roommate tor F 1 S 88-87 
VBaga Green. Cable, AC, Dtohw.. 1 bar., 
feooonobty priced Cal Stad 364-1823 
HELP WANTED 
ASn. Computer Science Grade: We need your 
experience wRh echoola service center-or IBM 
os-rmra Cobel on Ine systeme helptul an- 
medrate operange. 
Cal Bob Hal enyhme at (218) 338-1810 or 
MS*: Robert R Hal Technician Corautant. 
P.O. Bo« 113 Novelty. OH. 44072 
Camp Counaator Positions al YMCA Storer 
Campa on Stony Lake neer Jackaon. MicrHgan 
Co-Ed, sgee 7-17, Unique prograflie: Horses. 
aquebes. aeUng wHdemess edventura. Interne 
Sonel emphaale For further -ilormatlon contact 
Martha Winkle. Phone 354-3208 
COLSMSELORS--ASSOCIAT10N OF MOEPEN- 
DENT CAMPS seeks qusaied counaelon tor 
75 residenhal chedren's private campa in Nor- 
Iheeel July end August Contact Association ol 
Independent Camps (BG) SO Madieon Ave.. 
Suite 1012, New York, NY 10010 (212) 
878-3230 
Free room and board In exchange tor 
household heto and minimum chud care. Own 
room Greet amount ol flexlbiety Ideal living con 
OVons tor Vie right person. 10 AM-12 noon 
364-1608 After 8 PM 363-0418 
GOVERNMENT JOBS $ie.u40-.$68.230-yr 
NOW Hkaig CM 1 805 687 6000 E« R 0840 
tor currant federal 1st 
0VER8EA8 JOBS..Summer, yr round. 
Europe. S Amer . Auslraaa. Asa Al fields 
$000-2000 mo Sightseeing Free Into Write 
UC, PO Box 520H-3 Corona, 0*1 Mar, CA 
92825  
Summer poaNton aval with one of Ohio's top 
amusement parks. Individ wB work with 
MerketlngSelee Dept il plannlig 1 staging ol 
events Marketing background helpful Al av 
tereeled reoaee or reeumes send to Geeuge 
Lake Ptonwotone Mgr 1080 Aurora Rd 
Aurora. OH 44202 
H0YMENT 
The Upward Bound Program, announces Ihe 
toeowlng part-time posatona lor the 1088 Sum- 
mer Reeklentlel Program 
11) Dormitory Counselor 
16) Tutor -Counselors 
(2) Meth Instructors 
(!) Reeding Hetruclor 
(2) Social SturJoe Instructors 
(1) Ervjesh-Writing Ska. Instructor 
(1) Amerteon Govt -CMcs Irawuctor 
(1) Fivtoeophy Ineouctor 
Al Intoreesed persons should contact trie Col- 
lege Acceee Program Office. Room 301 Hayes 
HM. Bowing Green State Unrversrty lor an ap- 
ptoaSon. Ctoeaig date for receipt of appocaSona 
ai 6:00 p.m. Friday, Moron 7, 1908.  
Help bring 
the world 
together. 
Host an 
exchange 
student 
Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE 
Puebto.ColonK*o 81009 
Hire International Youth Exchange, 
FOR SALE 
18" Coax TV-SI00 00 
Fur Coat   $100 00 
363-6187 (Dawn) 1-4 p.m. or 
1081 Maabu Oeoeic Chevy SW. AM-FM. air 
oond: Cnasa control. Rear Defrost: Good 
•: $3600: 2-1584 Phi 
8 month old AKC Sbetlan Husky  Beet offer 
CM 352-2326 after 5 00 pffl 
Chevy Mora. 1B7S. V-8, auto . aunroot. rune 
very good. $1,500. 823-3170. 
FOR SALEi 1M5 CADILLAC EL CAMINO 
Black on white with flames and mural AM-FM 
sasreo-raasstts (Pioneer) Survool. truck m» 
ran. 200 b air shocks end 4 x 8 toot bed 
$850 or beat oner over $60000. Cat 
354-0812 after 5 
waekrtuhei 
MUTARY OVERCOATS" 
Long trench coats «i a variety ol sues a sfylea 
(Army, Navy. Air Force, Marleee)   Cal Art at 
2 1830 
SHARP PA 1000 Portabla mteSwriter Some 
leeturee Include tut-ome dapkey betore It Is 
prlnteo. easy editing, memorynsystem For 
more Wuniayeun caff 
352-2027, 
Fender twin wHh 2 12" sflec speakers. $300- 
or Seal offer. Cal ISS-7S06. 
FOR RENT 
1 bedroom furnished apartments year leneee 
August to August 352-7464 
2 bedroom rurreshed apartments School year 8 
. 362-7454 
•2 BEDROOM-FURN t UNFURN ■ 
•PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS" 
Makx USSMo t Cable TV Fum. 
One half Stock OB Campus 
CALL TOM 
Mon.-Frt. 7 AM-Noon 352-4873 
Evening a wkend   352-1800 
USINGSCU MODEL LEASE 
2 bedroom tumiehed epertments 
649 Sixth St. $450-mo plua alec 
352-9467 between 12-4pm 
2 melee needed to sublsass apt rnmed wal 
pay S100 0) your rent. 621 E Merry CMCad| 
or Ketth at 362-7346. 
4 bedroom house, haff block from campus I 
$585 00 month $ uBWee 12 month leaae onfy ( 
«'■sails FM 1988 CM 1-874-7874 after| 
5:30 p.m. 
CARTY RENTALS 
Apartments lor 
1-2-3-4 Students 
Office hours 11 AM 4PM 
At 316 E Merry Apt 3 
or phono enyhme tor Information 
352-7365 
Large newly decorated 2 Ddrm  apt  Waaher-| 
dryer hook-up. $3S0-mo. plus uM   AMI 
4-16-88 514 W Wooeler 364-1753 
Party Room 
CM 352-9378 
Efficiency Now Renting for Faff 
1 or 2 aemeassr leaae. futy furniehed 
M utsttea paid including cdor T.V. 
with cable $286 month Phone 
364-3182 or 352-1520 Evenings 
Clean wel managed 2 bdrm. fum. apts  Sum| 
mer $ FM rentals Include nvcrowave ovens f 
your convenience  704 6th St. 352-3446. 
Houeee ( Apts for 88-87 school year 
Smlth-Boggs Rentals Office 532 ManvSe. n 
352-9467 between 12-4.  
Houeee and Apartments dose lo campus ( 
summer 1988 and 86-87 school yeer 
1-287-3341 
ThuraSn Manor Apartments 
Fufy Carpeted. Air Conditioned 
Cable TV. Furnished EtScfency a 
Laundry FacBttes. AprjScabona for 
Summer and FM at 451 Thurstln Ave. 
Across from Offenhauer Towers 
352-6435 
Three bedroom furtvehed house eveiieoie to| 
eummer rrom May 18 to August 18  Cloee I 
campus CM 372-6324. 
Two bedroom furniehed apts for FM. 
362-2883 
ASArTTMCNTS NOW FOR RENT FOR 
SCHOOL YEAR SM7 AND THE SUMMER < 
SS. APARTMENTS AM COMPLETELY I 
NISHED WTTH 2 BEDROOMS. CABLE TV, I 
CONDITIONINO, LAUNDRY AND PARKIt 
FACaUTatS. ALL UTILITIES EXCEPT L 
Tsjerrv as PAIO BY OWNER, RENT IS I 
'ON THE SUMMER "SS" FOR THE APA 
MENT. FOR THE SCHOOL YEAN SHI | 
MNT N $87$ PEN SEMESTER WITH 4 I 
IE   CALL   TIM   AT  MIST  APA 
III-71IJ AFTER 6:00 P.M. 
WHATISCPR? 
CPR, or cardkjpulmonary resuscltal 
tkon, is an emergency lilesaving teel 
nique used by one or two people tcl 
artificially maintain another person's] 
breathing and heartbeat in the ever! 
the functions suddenly stop. CPR ' 
combines mouth-to-mouth breathiri 
and chest compressions to keep 
oxygen-rich blood (lowing to the 
victim's brain until an emergency 
service with advanced life support l. 
available. Contact your local Amerl| 
can Heart Ar»*ociatk>n for more 
information. 
